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Student
contends
deans
lied
Pastore claims Zeta Psi book not in plai n
b. David Scannell

One of those students whose room
was searched during spring break has
publicly accused the dean of students
office of lying about the way the search
was conducted.
in a letter to the Echo, Greg Pastore,
a junior member of Zeta Psi, wrote ,
"As one of the students whose rights

were violated by an illegal search and
seizure of property, I feel that it is my
obligation to inform the Colby community of the correct and
unadulterated facts of the incident and
its cover-up by the dean of students office. "
According to the dean of students
office, the incriminating fraternity

materials taken from Pastore's room
and the room of a member of Lambda Chi Alpha were in plain sight.
Although the dean 's office had intended initially to keep the seized
materials as evidence against those implicated , Janice Seitzinger, dean of
students , announced last Wednesday
that the evidence would be returned

40
seniors
lack
rooms

Rites of sor ing

government is anxious io react lo stop
this growing sentiment ," wrote Heel.
Ho added. "Worries over guest lists
and invitations would be less stressful ;
"we would still use guest lists and int vitations , but at least now the alcohol
' could be purchased in advance of the
event with no risk. "
Heel said thai although he was pleased hy the news that the Maine state
legislature had passed a new liquor
liabilit y law , tie catted speculation that
it would change Colby social li le a
"presumpt ion, "
Heel said (hat the Board of Governors proposal would "allow people
planning parties to have an easier lime.
If people have an easier time , the next
logical step will he that more parlies
willjiccur. *'
At the April 13 meeting th e governors also passed a resolution which
placed the Student Center Policy Board

b»y Wendy Dauplunais
Forty seniors are currently awai ting
placement in rooms for next year.
Those seniors have been placed on a
waiting list because they were not able
to secure rooms at room draw last
week , according to Paul Johnston ,
director of housing.
The figures for the total waiting list
for all classes has not been computed
yet; however , Johnston estimates that
"I here are probably more sophomores
on the waiting list this year than last
year. "
He attributes this to two facts. First.
"fewer people took advantage of the
off campus living opportunity this
year. " There were only 107 applicants
for off campus living this year , compared to 145 applicants last year , he
said.
Second , some people who went
through room draw are listed for more
than one .oom. Johnston said that
there are students who registered in the
commons retention , and the all campus draw under two different rooms.
"They have monopolized 'rooms on
campus; therefore , forcing others to be
put on a waiting list. "
An additional 15 seniors are on an
off campus waiting list. The number
of students allowed to live off campus
will vary over the summer. This
number is determined by the excess of
students which are left over after filling the 1560 beds available on campus.
J ohnston says, "If there is a problem
with a lack of rooms , wc will allow
more students to live off campus, "
Within a few weeks , the actual
numbers of students , and their posi tion
on the waiting list will be tallied. Housing preference forms will be sent out
to all students on the waiting list , and
throughout the summer , Johnston will
compile a list of rooms that open up.
By the middle of August , he will
match the pre ferences with Ihe
available rooms , and notifications of
bousing arrangements will be sen t to
the students.
Students on the bottom of the
waiting list may be assigned to t emporary housing among tlie 40 to 45
rooms already converted for t emporary living,
Johnston said. "Every year since
I've been here , there has been some
temporary housing. "
The number of students placed in
temporary housing will depend on a
number of situations. Most importantly il will be effected by the number of
freshmen who return their deposits to
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Room draw

Judging a croquet competition last Thursday on the library side
Enjoying a game' of croquet* last Thursday are freshman Eric: lawn are Prof. Bryan Gilliam and Father Paul Cote.(photo by M ike
Hanson and Lane Wilkinson.(photo by Mike Salvador)
Salvador)

Beer may f l ow
Bot h bouses ot Maine s State Legislature recently passed legislation
which could allow beer to be served at the pub next year. The bill is currently awaiting ihe signature of Governor Joseph Brennan.
The "Maine Liquor Liability Act " would limit to $250 ,000 the amount
the College would be forced to pay if successfully sued by someone inj ured by a drunk spa patron.
The pub has been without liability coverage since last October when
il was determined that renewing Ihe coverage would be risky. Renewal
was deemed risky because the College was unable to find a company which
would adequately insure Colby.
' .^No insurance company was willing to provide the school with coverage
t hft would protect the school in the event of a multi-million dollar law suit ,
According to ihe bill , "In actions for damages permitted by this Act,
ihc claim for nnd award of damages for all losses , except expenses for
medical care nnd treatment, including devices or aids, against both a defendant and defendant 's employees and agents may not exceed $250,000 for
an y and nil claims arising out of a single accident or occurence. "
Presicleni William Colter told the Echo Tuesday that he had sent n copy
of the bill to the Board of Trustees and to Colby 's counsel.
According to Colter , "the question now is what does ihe student body
really want to do. "
Cotter said thnt if Colby does purchase liquor liability insurance under
ihc provisions of Ihe bill "things will change at the pub. You may nol
have BYOB and you must strictly card to assure thnt no one under 21
is having beer."
"I d on't know what llic student answer will he." said Colter.

sight

"It is the size of a diary with no
writing or the binding which would attract attention.
In his letter , Pastore contended ,
"I live in a single in Drummond
"throughout his investigation , Dean where the book cases are only visible
Seitzinger has repeatedly claimed that : if one steps completely into the room
the articles taken were open and • and turns around.
readily visible. In truth , the book i
"Not only are the shelves not visistolen from thy room was concealed '
pag« 3
PASTORE
in a bookshel f bet ween other books.
and those implicated would not be
disciplined .

Govern ors endorse
alcohol f un ding
Stu-A social hlc, and Colby 's four
commons have been authorized to
spend money from their genera l accounts for alcohol by the Board of
Gov ernors.

At its April 13 meeting , ihe board
resolved by a unanimous vote that
"t hese groups may allocate an amount
of money for alcohol not lo exceed ihe
proportion of students of age 21 att ending Colby in September, but not n>
spend the mavinuis amount of these
funds on alcohol. "
In nn April 17 letter lo Janice Seityinger, ilenn of students , Slu-A president Mlchncl Heel attributed passage
of Ihe resolution lo the board 's desire
to improve Colby 's social life .
"Colby in l 'W> is a different place,
The frnientities .a re gone, The Pub nr>
longer serves alcohol, nnd Colby is not
using its liquor license;
"Social HIV al Colby is seen by ninny
students lo he dying, and the sitideiit

nauv 15
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Off The Hill
Hundreds of students on dozens
of campuses planned to spend a
busy Saturday cleaning, painting
and repairng. last weekend - all for
a good cause.
Students solicited donations from
sponsors , who pledged money for
each hour of work done by
volunteers.
During the day, st udents were to
work on various "community
outreach" projects , such as painting
houses for senior citizens , clean in g
up inner-city parks , and refurbishing community centers.
Bill Hoogterp, a senior at
Aquinas College , sta rted the
Cleanup last year , when nine col-

leges in Grand Rapids , Mich., took
part .
After participants completed 25
projects and raised about $10 ,000,
st u den ts d eci d ed t o try t o ex pa n d the
effort to a national event. Students
from 70 campuses-in 25 cities were
expected to participate this year.
Half of the money raised in the
project will go to U.S.A. for Africa ,
which provides money for famine
relief in Africa . The rest of the proceeds will go to locally based
charities .
- The Chronicl e
Education

of

Hig-her

Gathering to hear the views of the contenders for the Democratic
gubernatorial nomination are -these Colby students. A candidate
night took place on Monday.(photo by' Mike Salvador)

Theresa ML Brandt 's campaign
platform for the student government elections last week at Colorado
School of Mines wasn't too unusual.
As student-body president , she
said she would work to improve
communications between the student council and its constituents, as
well as relations with fraternities
and sororities.
Ms. Brandt 's accomplishment
was in simply being elected.
Her victory made her the first
woman to be selected in the school's
112-year history to head the student
government.
Only about 20 percent of the
2,600 students at Mines are women.
A Gallop survey about college
students ' sexual awareness revealed
that although the majority claimed

to be sexually active , many were
poorly
informed
about
contraception.
As many 'as 32 percent believed
the myth that withdrawal protects
a women from pregnancy , and more
than 20 percent incorrectly thought
that
it
was
"dangerous " to have sexual intercouse while the woman was
menstruating.
Fifty-nine percent of the sexually active women preferred birthcontrol pills as a method of contraception , but most were unaware
of recent sefety advances in oral
contraceptives that would allow
them to take lower-dose formulations , and 18 percent did not know
which pill they were using.
The survey included more than
600 students nationwide at 100 campuses .nationwide.

News br iefs

by Stephen Nason
Locomotion, Colby 's jazz band , will
be holding a music festival this Sunday
at the Gould Music Shell. The outdoor
festival will feature Locomotion and
many other bands and chorales from
Colby and the surrounding area. The
theme of the music festival , developed
by Locomotion 's next year President
Greg Ciottone , is based on the refusal
of many musicians this year to play in

Sun City, a night club in South Africa
that only allows white attendance. The
purpose of the music festival is to further the awareness of the problems in
South Africa, and it is hoped that this
awareness to the problems will lead to
a settlement that is fair and just for
both sides. The music festival will
begin Sunday afternoon at three and
everyone is invited to attend. AdmiS'
sion is free.

A meeting exploring the feasibility of a .tri-state college gay - lesbian
congress was held at the Univ ersity
of Southern Maine this past Sunday.
Aspects of gay and lesbian social
awareness were explored , and the
tentative dates for a spring 1987 conference were set. The conference
would be between students from the
University of Maine , New Hampshire
and Vermont , as well as Dartmouth ,

Bates.Bowdoin, Colby, and other upper New England colleges.
Colby students interested in contributing ideas about speakers and
workshops to be held during the
spring conference , which will be sent
to the conference planning committee, should contact Jane Powers at
box 1257, ext. 3683, by Friday, May
2 for more information.

Correction
Due to a reporte r 's error , Adam
Rosenbaum was incorrectly identified
as Adam Wasserman in last week's
story, 'Protest attracts 200 angry
students, "
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Pro fs deb ate Libyan issue
terrorism and appeals to other Arab
by Matt Murphy
Concern over U.S. involvement in jnations. "
Bowen called the U.S. action a "misLibya was voiced Monday night at an
open discussion. The forum , held in sion of divine retribution. "
Professor Sonya Rose called her
Lorimer Chapel , was led by a panel
comprised of various Colby faculty statements "personal and political."
members. The session began with She recounted bringing home her
remarks by each panel member , and newborn son at the height of the Six
this was followed by a question and Days War.
"As 1 was filling out birth ananswer period .
Professor Sandy Maisel began by nouncements," she said, "friend s were
stating his "more moderate opinion. " rallying in support of Israel. But for
Said Maisel, "State sponsored terroism 19 years , the world hasn 't been able to
is bad , but U.S. retaliaton is ill- deal with the problem that is the root
advisable. Other countries (besides of the Six Days War. "
Rose said that military engagement
Libya) are equally as guilty, and we
risk oversimplication by isolating is not over in Libya, and stated , "I did
Kadafy. " Maisel spoke of a "faulty not bring my son into being to go to
decision making process"of the U.S. war, and no mother ever did ," and
military, saying "Reagan has set then she asked. ''Will we ever learn? "
Economics Professor Fred Mosley
guidelines , and let them (the military)
do as they please. " He said the ad- echoed Rose's opposition , giving three
ministration has "lost control , " citing reasons. First , he said , "Such action
Casper Weinberger 's remarks on the will not reduce terrorism. "
He explained , "We have lost sight
impossibility of U.S. caused damage to
of the root cause, and should try to
the French embassy in Libya.
Professor Roger Bowen began by make progress here. "
Second, he said , "The action will inasking for a show of hands for apcrease
terrorism. Kadafy will respond
proval of the action. More than half
with
more
terrorism. (The U.S. ) gains
the audience indicated a positive atpsychologically
kicks (from such actitude. Bowen then explained his positions),
but
most
Americans
don 't have
tion. "The power to control does not
to
deal
with
the
reality
of
future termean Jhe power to destroy, " he said ,
rorism.
"
"we can destroy a small nation but we
Mosely spoke of the possibility of a
can 't contro l it. " Bowen offered the
coup
against Kadafy before the bomVietnam war as an example. He then
bing,
and said that it is now less likeconsidered the political impact on
Kadafy, saing, "by singling out ly. He said the action will "Make
Kadafy , (the U.S.) reinforces his Kadafy a hero among other Arab nacredibility in the Arab world. tions. "
Mosley 's third reason for opposition
Weakness in Libya manifests itself in

was "the increased risk of military conflict. " He asked "what if terrorism
isn 't reduced now? What 's the next
step? Invade Libya? How will other
Arab nations respond? Will we w/iden
our attack to Syria? How will the
Soviet Union respond?" Mosley ended his scenario here, saying we should
"address the root cause of terrorism. "
Professor Robert Weisbrot favored
the attack , saying, "Diplomacy is a low
range answer." He considered the
practicalities of giving Kadafy what he
wants, posing the hypothetical situations of abandonig Israel or Africa.
Said Weisbrot , "Kadafy would not
be a benevolent dictator. "
• He then considered economic sanctions , and implied that they don 't
work . This led to his support of
military action. "(We must) make it
clear to Kadafy that state-sponsored
slaughter isn 't worth it. " He called for
limits on such actions, though , saying
"we need not celebrate a policy, but
sometimes it 's sad necessity in a very
dangerous world. "
Retired Air Force Lt. Col. Donald
Harris supported the attack saying
"Emotions are dominant in conflict , "
and that "you as students should
understand that people are going to act
emotionally. "
He said , "The U.S. has been involved for a while in guerilla warfare. Fears
and intimidation are very effective, and
the object is not to kill , but to get the
point across."
He concluded , "I think President
Reagan did a fine job. "
Libya

Analysis concentrati on approved
A proposal for a quanlilativeanalysis/applied mathematics independent.concentration was unanimousl y
passed by the faculty last week. Prof.
Henry Gemery, chairman of the Sloan
Steering committee , said the concentration is designed to "increase student 's awareness of quantitative
methods and t echnological change. "
In order to participate fully in the
technicall y oriented world wc live in ,
Colby students need to be familiar with
quantitative reasoning , In response to
these need s, Colby has received a grant
for $150 ,000 from the Sloan Foundation 's New Liberal Arts (NLA)
program.
Prof. Gemery stressed , "This is the
first time an independent 'mi nor ' is

The Colby Echo , fo unded in 1877 , L
published weekly on Thursdays except
durin g vacations and exam periods , by
the students of Colby College. The views
expressed within lis pages are not
necessarily those of the student body,
facul ty, or administration ; nor are the
opinions expressed In tellers or commentaries necessarily those of the Echo ,
Editorial communications should be

possible , not attached to a specifi c major. It is a significantly different component of the curriculum , which allows
linkin g the concentration to any major. "
Prof. Dale Skricn , Director of the
QA/AM Independent concentration ,
along with the other faculty members
have put together Ihe requirements for
the concentration.
Prof. Skrien says, "Essentially, Ihc
concentration consists of five courses,
some of which can also be counte d
towards requirements or major
select ions.
Because the needs of different fields
vary, Ihc requirements for the concentration vary among majors. However ,
most cases will involve course work

addressed to David Scannell ; business
and circula tion communica tions to
William Kules; and advertisinf t communications to Gitw Coracchio at the
Colby Echo , Roberts Union, Colby College, Waterville, Maine0490l , The Colby Echo reserves the right to edit any letter or article submitted. Letters should
be typed.
The Echo 's off ices are located in the

with mathematical computations , computer science , and statistics.
The proposed concentration is an independent concentration , i.e., it is not
attached to a specifi c major progr am.
Rather , it is intended to supplement all
major programs , and lo include applica tion courses in the students ' majo r disciplines.
'
The concent ration is called appliedmathematics for ihe departments in the
n a t u r a l science division, and
qu antitative-analysis in all other
departments ,
Those seeking more information
should contact Prof. Skrien.
basement of Roberts . Union. Office
hours run f rom 3:30 p m to 5:3 0 pm on
Mondays and Tuesdays, Appointments
are also welcome. The Echo may be
reached by p hone at (207) 872-3348,
POSTMASTER: Send addres s
changes to the Colby Echo, Roberts
Un ion, Colby College , Waterville ,
Maine 04901,

own room draw
await
Profs
Pudd ing
i i ,

and the
f uture

Wendy Lapharn
The worst thing about getting older
is.dial you have to begin to define
who yr» u arc . done are the days when
if you were asked "What do you
want to be when you grow up?" you
could say "A firema n , a nurse and
a baseball player. " Dreams change,
and reality sets in. It sets in amazingly
fast. loo. The best way 10 describe it
is by using the analogy of chocolate
pudding.
You " start with a saucepan, two
cups of milk, and a little rectangular
box of p u d d i n g . All t h r o u g h
childhood you stir , and you have the
consistency of chocolate milk--liquid
and happy and going around and
arouiid-and then suddenly all at
once, within the space of maybe one
minute , you solidify , thicken , and
become pudding. Th is thickening
stage is the end of childhood and the
onset of reality. The pudding stage
is definitely reality. And ii 'usually
happens in a mere sixty seconds.
It 's happen ed to me. I am
puddin g.
But now the question has been
changed, too. "Whal do you want to
be when you grow up? " is now "So
what are your plans for next year?"
Because 1 have no plans as of yet , and
because I' m both weary of the question and scared out of my gourd by
it, I realize I must prepare a scries of
answers lo il so that I ai least have
a response to give to the irritating
people who insist on asking il. This
problem isn 't limited to the senior
class , either. People seem to think
that all college students shou ld have
a clear lisi of career goals in their
pockets. So the next time someone inquires about your future , just tell
i liem:
-I am going to be a volunteer for
a special experimental drug program
ai the Timothy Leary Clinic.
-I' m taking some lime off to attem pt to break the longest toenails
record in ihe Ouiness Book of World
Records.
-I' ve decided that the only thing
I' ve ever wanted is your job and I' m
going to reck lessly and ruthlessly go
about bumping you from your position an d putting your family in financial jeopardy in order to achieve ihe
status that you 've worked your enlire ' life to gain. ,
-I' m going to entertain thoug hts of
suicide , di scover the meaning: of life ,
feed ihc world, elimina t e nuc l ear
wea pon s, loa f , hi tchhike and bo la/.y.
•I don 't know , exactly , hnl I hear
there 's a lo t of mone y in s urro g a t e
mother hood, so I' m going to try that
lor nine months or so.
• I can 't answer that question!
What do you mean hy walt/ing in
here unci a sking me thai? What nrc
you Irving to prove, anyway? Whin 's
wil h you? I could have you prosecute d for this! I can 't believe you
yould lrent someone - 1his way! Whal
a lousy ihiny to do!!
Pari of the process of bec oming
pudding entails developing a thick
skin , Of course , if you scratch
hciK 'tiih Ihe ,, surface, you 'll see ihe
real you. There 's' always one oilier
option lo the inquiries in to your
fu ture , li goes . "A fireman , it nur se,
ami n ba seball pluyor ,,, " .
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Room draw is not the only aspect of
arranging living quarters for next year.
A lett er sen t t o al l facul ty on March
22 read : "The Faculty Residence Program is an integral part of Residential
Life at Colby...It 's emphasis on increasing student and faculty contact is
instrumental in promoting the intellectual , cultural and social life of the camous."

Interviews for candidates will continue through May 10, with the final
announcement May 15. There are nine
applicants for the ..three positions:
Mar y Low , Taylor and Dana.
The selection committee, comprised
of current resident faculty, head
residents with faculty residents , and
student leaders, is looking for people

ble in a routine examination of the
r oom , but the book was taken from a
shelf under a loft which meant that the
intruders bent down and rifled through
my books.
"To say that the articles were in
plain sight is simply a lie and an insult
to the intelligence of the student
body," wrote Pastore.
Pas t ore a l so ad dressed ot her issues
in his letter.
He sai d t ha t he "foun d it particularly annoying and unprofessional that it
was a fu l l t hree week s a ft er m y b ook
was t aken t ha t I was ev en informe d
that it had been removed.
It 's sad when y ou can 't decide
whether or not to trust the people who
are supposed to guide and protect
you. "
„

In an interview with the Echo
Tuesday night , Pastore said , when
asked if he planned to take any further action , "I haven 't physically
contacted any legal representative ,
but it 's not 'Out ' of the question. "
Pastore said that the room search
inciden t has caused him to reevaluate his feelings about the dean
of students office. "I like all the
deans. They 're my friends , but I find
it very difficult lo trust them because
they violated the trust I had before. "
When asked if Ihc dean of students
office could do anything to restore
t he trust , Pastore said. "I want a formal apology. I want a writ ten statement saying il will never happen
att ain. "

Profes sor Chi p Haus s sai d , "I can-

Jimm y Carter 's Camp David Summit
as a model solution. He said assassination is not his solution , con t rar y t o
popular belief. "
He referred to the "buying of
peace," as in the situation between
Egypt and Israel.
Further questions and comments
referred to diplomacy, government
spending on military, an d economic
sanctions.

Past ore

' who know what to expect and are
willing to adjust their lives to deal with
that...people who will really add to the
program." said Joyce McPhetresMaisel , associate dean of students.
The applicants have submitted a
"letter of intent " that covers the
reasons they are interested in the position. What they can offer , the greatest

difficulties in adjustment that they
forsee , an d how t he y wou ld en coura ge
interactions with students.
There are some ad mini st ra t ors ap plying, but the goal of the program is
for "faculty and students to get to
know each other outside of the
classroom. "

TURN ON THE LIGHTS
TO WW'S PM}ON |

Libya

not accept the use of military f orce in
this situation. "He called t he sit ua t ion
dreadful for both sides, "b ot h craz y
an d dangerous. Violence begets
violence," he said, "an d t errorism wi l l
come b ack 'til the roof falls. It is indeed emotional , " he sai d in reference
to Harris.
"An d we let our worse emo t ions
take over. " He called on t he necessi ty
of a third party to mediate between the
t wo sides, suggesting that a "common
ground" .could be found. Hauss concluded , "We mu st learn what the
lessons of Lib ya are , and move on to
a better solution.
Following the statements of the
panelists, moderator Robert McArthur , dean of facul ty , opened the floor
to comments and questions. One
member of the audien ce stated that terrorism has been blown out of proportion , an d isn 't as grea t a p roblem as
we think. He im plied tha t leaks of terroist attacks by the administration have
leant su pport to the military.
Robert Weisbrot replied , "The problem is the Li byans, they are sponsorin g terrorism. We should hit "trainin g
bases. "
Bowen offered former President
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QE2 SiANDBvE^ETb Euro pe-Now$649
This standby fare provides a
berth in a room for four (we'll

find traveling companions for
you). Or, for $749, sail in a
minimum-grade room for two.

This limited offer is subject to

airfa re. Confirmation will be
given three weeks prior to sailing; a $100 deposit is required
with your request. For details,
see your travel agent or write:
Cunard , Box 2935, Grand
Cen tral Sta tionfNew York,
NY 10163.
QUEEN ELIZABETH 2
hist of the Great Superlincrs,

______ _ ____

withdrawal withou t prior
notice and may not be combined with any other offer. .
Rate does not include taxes or
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QE2 registered in Great Britain.
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Picture yourself lying on the beach ,
playing volleyball in the sand, dodging the waves and mingling with the
rest of your class members. It 's time
the Class of 1989 develops a sense of
unity. Class spirit is what we need, and
I feel I can lead.the way to an exciting
sophomore year. By organizing class
parties, dinners , serni-formals, relays,
and trips , we will be able to work
together and have fun together.
How about some class t-shirts too!
I'm sure the t-shirts you received at
freshman orientation are getting old by
now. Besides, we will need a logo -with
more zeal.
Most importantly , as class president ,
I will be there to represent YOU! I
want to hear your ideas, praises, and
criticisms. If you have ideas to improve
our class, I will be there to listen. When
you are opposed to something at Colby, I want to know about it. f will take
the initiative to discuss your suggestions with the administration. A class
president must stand up for the
students' beliefs. You can count on me
for that.
The Class of 1989 needs an active
government. As class president , I
would be willing to devote the time and
energy to plan what's best for the class.
I am not running for president simply
to fill a position.
My ideas and plans are not idle. In
my first year at Colby, I have been actively involved, participating in various
clubs, as well as being news editor for
the Echo, and a volunteer Big Sister.
I will take the duties seriously,
because I know through my experience
as four years class president in high
school, and governor at Colby, that
well organized class events will leave
studen ts with a good feeling towards
their college life.
If you want to add some gusto to
your sophomore year ,
VOTE WENDY DAUPHINAIS
CLASS OF 1989 PRESIDENT

Robert Coupe
I am running for Chaplin Commons President with the hope that I
will be able to use the knowledge and
experience that I have gained as a
member of the Chaplin Commons
Council and the Board of Governors.
As a representative of West Quad I
have been involved in a movement to
unify student government and increase its importance in Colby 's administration. As Commons President
I would like to work towards more
clearly defining the role of student
government and making it more involved in student life.

Angela Piscitello
I am running for the position of
Commons President because I feel
that I can best represent the residents
of Lovejoy Commons. After three
years as a Colby student , and two
years as a resident of the Commons,
I have become aware of the need for
effective leadership on campus , an d
as a result , have become active in the
community. Over the past year I have
served as a governor for t he Lovejoy
Commons Council and on the Board
of Governors. I feel that these positions, in particular , have given me the
experience necessary to take on the
of fice of Lovejoy Commons President. I am not afraid to represent
y our views an d t o p ursue t hem i n
front of opposition . In doing so, I will
rely on my ability to express opinions
an d to take a stand on issues. Effective leadership comes from the ability to find creative solutions to problems , ami io pr «ulti iv desired ivmiIis
I b elieve t h a t I have t he ideas , ent h usiasm , and energy, as well as the
time to make next year fun and exciting. I have enjoyed representing
Lovej oy Commons th is y ear , and I
think that I can make a valuable contribution with your support. If
elec t ed as your p residen t , I will work
hard to make next year a great ycarl
Thank you.

Candidate

Don Darby
Vice President
Class of 1989

When elected Vice President I, Don
Darby, will aid the president in promoting class unity through social,
cultural , and special events and serve
in the absence of the president . I also
plan to help join the link between our
class and the administration. My personal experience for the position includes active participation on a Student
Council for four years with the position of treasurer my.senior year. I'm
ready and qualified to work hard for
our class.
I would like to endorse Rocky
Genevese as our class president. I know
he is well qualified and very capable
of taking on the responsibilities of
president. Acting as his Vice President
we will be able to work closely together
as enthusiastic leaders of our class. We
will be the most beneficial unit in producing positive results for our class
during the 86-87 academic year. We
appreciate your support.
Marion Robbins
'88 Class Treasurer
I'm running for Treasurer of the
Class of 'S8 because J see a f ew area s
where we could improve. It is clear that
Colby's commons system is not the
best answer for social life on campus.
A better social life is the prime area this
school needs to focus its efforts. What
better way to organize this than
through the class. We can achieve this
through a far greater assortment of
class functions than we saw this year.
Class unity shouldn't be something we
all feel for the first time when we are
popping corks at graduation. I would
like to see campus-wide events sponsored by our class as a means of fundraising for class of '88 events, like
cocktail parties and dinners . This is a
painless way to augment the money
we're allotted by the college. As a
math/economics major who was active
in student "government in high school,
I feel qualified to assume the tasks of
class treasurer and hope that you will
give me your support.
Thank you
Marion Robbins
IF YOU ENJOY WASTING YOUR
TIME READING GENERIC STATEMENT AFTER GENERIC STATEMENT , GO AHEAD. BUT IF YOU
DON'T. JUST RF.AD THIS ONF..
My name is Isser Gallogly (pronounced EE-SIR GUH-LOAG-LEE) ,
but you probably don't know me.
That 's why I want to carry the
American Express Card . Because the
card, like myself, would be a symbol.
A symbol of purchasing power—the
power which ihc class of 1989 treasure r
must stand for, as well as be responsible enough to handle.
I am truly as unique a candidate as
my name indicates. I am unique in
more than just name , I am un iq ue in
this election. Most candidates running
for office will" be attempting to get
elected by boasting overwhelming
credentials, and toting impressive promises. I am proud to say I have neither.
I have held no political offices, I
have no credentials , and best of all, I
have no experience, (Except, of course,
Honor Guard for my High School's
Model United Nations Club.) This lack
of ex p er ience, however, d oesn 't make
me less of a candidate, but more of
one. I am both a new, and fresh personality, rep resen t in g our uni q ue an d
exciting class. I am not a conformcr,
b u t a mover an d a chan ger , a d oer an d
a thinker. My goal is not to be an "experienced" person , broken by the
system. But rather a new face, a
re f ormer , a breaker of the system.
Un l ike mos t p oli t icians , I can
g uaran t ee f ew p romis es , chiefly
because if I make a p romise I in t end
on keeping it. What I will say,
however , is that I will give the job of
treasurer all the time and effort it
deserves. Vote for me, Isser Gallo gly ,
for Colby 's Class of 1989 treasurer,
an d American Express Ca rd . .Don 't
leave h ome without i t!

statements

Forsyth P. Kineon

I am a concerned student who
would like to make the Room Draw
System function more smoothly and
to the best of its ability . As I have
been on the Room Draw Committee
i liw \ tzar I iVel I h i i \ e ! lie evperienee

to act in this position .
Jane A. Hayden

I'm running for Mary Low Commons room draw chair for two basic
reasons. First of all, I feel Coburn
hasn 't been fairly represented as a
special dorm-within tlie commons.
rheivfm v I wonlil lih- !¦> help t-renie
; • |:iir «. \ s |m i I 'nr quio! ilnnil s w il hilt

Mary Low and throughout the campus. Secondly , I would like to make
room draw more organized and fair
for all people within Mary Low Commons. As it is now, room draw is
disorganized and one of the most
dreaded times of the year. With
organization and an amendment of
the system, this process could become
easier and more fair for everyone. I
would like to represent the people of
Mary Low Commons by being sensitive to everyone's needs and I have
the time and commitment for this
position.
Jeff Farley
If elected Mary Low Commons
President , I will see to it that a
percentage of Commons allocated
money will go to the purchase of
alcoholic beverages as to promote a
better social life (i.e. to cut down on
guest lists and technicalities in having a party) in Mary Low Commons.
I will see to it that residential dormatories and intradorm functions increase. There will also be free,
unlimited use of exercise equipment
in basement of Mary Low for Commons members only. Mary Low
Commons will be a much better place
next year than it is this year. I have
the experience and know how to be
your commons president next year.
Thank you for your support.
J. Margolis
My name is Julie Margolis and I am
interested in working for positive
changes for the Class of 1989. I am
running for the office of Secretary
because 1 believe that I am not only
qualified to help lead our class, but will
take an active role in planning and
shaping our future as well. My past experience in Student Government has included four years on the John Jay Student Council as well as various positions within my own class. As a result,
my background which is characterized by an active participation in student
government and a strong sense of
leadership, will enhance my ability to
interact with others, formulate ideas ,
and implement change.
I believe that it is the officer 's obliga
tion to be open and receptive to the
ideas of the entire class. In order to
create maximum agreement and
satisfaction , there must be greater participation in the planning of events and
the input of both positive and negative
feelings. I would help initiate the formation of committees to deal with
various areas of in terest as well as increase cl ass meet in gs t o p ool thou ght s
and voice opinions. This would enable
greater involvement in decision-making
and diversity of ideas.
Th e class of 1989 needs to fee l a
greater sense of unity. I will create
more social events: offering opportuni ties to meet your fellow classmates
and promote an identity within the
class. Special parties, banquets , and
fund-raising events, planned with your
in put will help contribute to this goal.
I believe that I have the qualifications and the ability to help lead the
Class of 1989 as an officer of the Student Government. If you arc interested
in now ideas and a chance to join in
n i i i l i i i j ' de v 'isiitns . I lieu ple tiM " \ n ie f«»

Julie Margolis for the Secretary of the
Class of 1989.

John D. Siedl
I am running for the office of Vice
President of the Class of '88. 1believe
I have a diverse enough background
to completely represent our class and
to find solutions to the problems we
face;
I realize there is a dissatisfaction
among students with many aspects of
Colby life. Student energy is limtiess,
unfortunately it is being channeled
into destructive acts of frustraion. To
redirect this energy changes are needed in social life , student/administration relations and student
housing. A more active and varied
social agenda with a more liberal
policy concerning student control of
social functions is essential. Student/administration relations must
be improved, we need class officers
who are willing to fight for students
rights so that our needs are realized.
It is essential that our class has a
voice in all campus affairs.Room
draw is a visible problem that needs
to be pursued , not just for a week in
April but year-round , until a viable
solution is found.
I also see apathy resulting from
lack of control of the direction of our
own environment. We must confront this apathy in order to rectify
our present situation and also as upperclassmen we will increasingly set
the pace of student life, an area that
should not include indifference. Student interest must be generated if we
are to effectively solve these problems. Class officers should be
istrumental in generating this interest,
whether it is through class unity,
social or special events .
These problems have solutions and
with effective leadership as well as
class interest in inpu t we can realize
these solutions.
Colleen E. Balch
My name is Colleen Balch and I
am running for Mary Low Commons
Cultural Chair. I am a current junior
and have lived in Mary Low Commons for the past three years. While
at Colby, I have participated actively in my class government, worked on
an R.C.A.B. subcommittee, and
been Mary Low Commons President. What I would like to accomplish as Mary Low Commons
Cultural Chair is the following:
1) increase Mary Low Commons
faculty associate/affiliate—student
interaction ,
2) continue the tradition of an
entertainment series in Foss Dining
Hall with the cooperation of the new
resident faculty, and
3) steer away from lectures as the
only form of cultural events and
focus on more workshops and participatory events.
I feel I understand the demands
and responsibilities of the job, and
am able to perform them well. Thank
you.
Steven Tephtz
My name is Steven Teplitz and I

am runnin g f or Lovej oy Common s
President. As a member of both the

Commons Counc il and th e Boar d of
( in\ •Timi' s , I IJ ; i S < m. r t : sulll i p u s t l M !

aspects of the Commons system
emerge. However, there is still a long
wa y to go in im p rovin g th e sy st em ,
as is evident by the overall disappointment with campus social life.
This year I have gained the necessary
experience that will enable me to
d irec t th e Commons t owar d a more
creative and interesting social life.
Additionally, if elect ed I will p resen t
t o th e room d raw commit t ee , and to
th e Trus t ees, a proposal to eliminate
the Commons room draw. Strong
sentiment has been expressed towards
an open room draw system that will
allow equal access to all halls on campus. I believe this to be the fairest
way to run room draw and will work
toward accomplishing such a change.
Than k you for your support.

Heidi Lombard
Treasurer
Class of 1989

•..

I, Heidi Lombard , when elected
treasurer of the sophomore class for
\U<: ' l l >Kf».s " ., a ik ' t i i k \ ea> v . i l l ' m !<>

improve the enthusiasm and unity of
the class. This would include increasing the number of class events and encouraging class participation in these
events. This year I feel the class officers
did not fulfill their potential's as
leaders , organizers , and communicators for the freshmen class.
Next year , as a class officer , I would
like to use the funds provided for and
raised by fhe class for a wider variety
of class events.
I hav e previously served four varying positions of treasurer in high
school, so I feel I am adequately
qualified . I hope to be working for you
next year. Thank you.
Courtney E. Ingra ffia "
Running for Sophomore Class Vice
President
(Class of 1989)
The time is now! After being here a
full year, it is time for the class of 1989
to get involved and start to make our
mark at Colby. This is one of the major reasons why I am running for vicepresident of our class. It is the vice
president 's job to help organize activities , to follow through on them , and
get our class involved and unified as
one. I am responsible, and hard working as well as willing to get the job
done. 1 would also like to see .our
class—everyone , from all sides of
campus—get together for not only
class functions, but for all campus
events as well, and use all of the many
talents we hav e to do special, unique
things as a group. A lot of talk was
made this year about trips to Quebec
Winter Carnival , class picnics and parties, as well as sponsoring a charity
which are great ideas, but I'd like to
see these ideas become a reality? As
well, I'd like to use the class officers
as the class way of getting our opinions
and ideas on campus-wide issues, viewed and respected. For these and many
other reasons I would like to work for
you and with you to get involved and
become unified to make <*ur mark ai
Colby as the special class of 1989 that
we are.
My fellow classmates of '88,
1 have witnessed many things over
the past two years, most of them
changes. I feel that these changes
should have had more student input.
I believe that the reason there was little student input is partially due to the
apathy of the students , but the blame
lies mainly with a lack of charismatic,
hard working leadership. Although I
am not the most charismatic person on
campus, I do throw a great amount of
energy into something that I am committed to, as my friends will atest.
I believe that the students of Colby
could have had greater input on items
that affect them such as social life ,
room d raw , and tuition increases.
However, the present and past leadership has done little , or nothing to channel student energies to work toward the
students ' benefits. The administration
isn 't going to do everything for us, as
well tlicy shouldn 't , but we must meet
them at least half way. I believe this
can be accomplished by a student
leader who is willing to get the students
out to protest and to work for changes
that will benefit themselves. Take the
recent protest on civil rights abuses by
the administration as an example.
This protest could have been far more
successful an d ha d a g rea ter i m pact if
more students were involved. The problem was that none of oiir present
lea d ers mob i l zccl t he st uden t s t o fi gh t
for rights that concerned t he entire student body and could have far reaching
implications. I am will ing to.go to
work for and with y ou for y our
benefit.
Hopefully your next class President ,

John Whitacrc

l__-^
l____^___________________
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Heel looks hack on year as Stu-A Pre sident
This is the first of a two part series on
the achievements of the Stu-A's board
of governors.
by Sue Jacobson
Although they admit that many accomplishments did not come until
later in the year, Michael"Heel, StuA president, and the Board of Governors are pleased with their
achievements.
' 'It's hard because each year begins
with a totally new group of people
who have to grow into their positions. You start off low key and you
have to build things up, " Heel commented. "Once the accomplishments
came, they came in an avalanche.
The governors were so skilled by
February and March that debate was
a lot less likely because they did their
outside research. Katie Webster (StuA vice-president) and the Board have
just been amazing. They are very
dedicated and very talented. "
Heel is especially proud of the student government 's ability this year to
"break the bureaucracy " at Colby
when it saw that certain needs on
campus were not being fulfilled. He
cited the library hours as the first example. The Board of Governors was
responsible for petitioning the college
and having the closing extended two
Adam J Ernster
THIS COULD BE THE BEST YEAR
OF OUR LIVES. ..
LET'S GO OUT WITH A BANG!!!
Adam Ernster
for
Senior Class Vice-President
Once again it is time to elect your
class officers. However , this time we
arc talking about the people who will
hav e control over your senior year. The
last thing we need is to be let down by
peop le who do not have the time nor
the desire to invest in our senior year.
That is why I am running for senior
class Vice President. I , as much as
anyone, want my senior year to represent the best of my years at Colby. For
the past three years we have all worked together getting to know each other
and helping each other. Our unity is
unique. That is why our leaders need
to be unique. As former Lovejoy Commons President I am used to working
with my peers-defending their best interests. I have worked with the Administration for the benefit of the
students- not for the benefi t of the Administration. I know that if elected ,!,
Nicole Adams, will do my best to see
that our last year at Colby is the grand
finale it ought to be. I feel I have the
experience. I know I have the desire,
but most importantly I know I won 't
let our class down.
To the Class of 1989,
M y nam e i s Rocco Genovese, and I
have decided to run for president of the
class of 1989. I've gained quite a bit
o f exp er ience t h is y ear d urin g my t erm
as a governor of the Heights. I was
elect ed t o represen t Lovej oy Commons
on the Board of Governors where I
have learned some of the finer aspects
of t h e st u d en t governmen t sy st em at
Colby—I feel confident that this experience will help me to better serve my
class.
1 would also like to endorse a candi d at e for vice presi dent , Don Darby.
I strongly believe that Don would prove to be an excellent class officer, and
tlmt our individual strengths would
complement each other effectively . I
believe that the two of us, work i n g
together , would truly benefit you , the
class of 1989.
Sincerely,
Rocco Genovese

hours to 1:00 a.m. from Sunday
through Thursday . In addition , the
Board , after much research, many
MXiposals, -evaluations, and close
work with the Dining Services and
dean of students offices was able to
extend lunch and breakfast hours by
fifteen minutes. This allows students
enough time to get from classes and
athletic practices to meals. •
"So much of Colby runs on 'this
is the way it 's always been done.' It's
really hard to get people to re-think,"
Heel said. "What we've done may
seem minor, but they are real accomplishments because these areas
are run by professionals who have actually listened to students who are only here for a short period of time."
He also pointed out that much of
what Stu-A did this year involved
those things that it prevented from
happening . Unfortunately, then ,
because these issues are never
brought to the attention of most
students, many are not aware of such
accomplishments. One example of
this type of actin is the BOG's success in blocking the initiation of
special interest housing.
Heel explained ,"The administration wanted portions of the campus
blocked off for students with similar
academic interests , but we didn 't

want a lot of good housing being
taken away. We want students to
pursue this stuff through clubs and
extra-cirricular activities. Dedication
floors in this manner would have
been exclusionary."
However , of all this year 's
achievements, President Heel is particularly excited about the most recent one. "Definitely our greatest
hour was standing up for students '
rights in regard to the room searches
over Spring Break ," he said. Here,
the Board felt that the student body
was in agreement over one certain
issue and could not communicate
that to the administration.
"Student government intervened
and put those concerns on paper . We
made specific demands on the administration and all of them were accepted and implemented , " Heel
added.
Junior Mary McCarty, governor
of Perkins-Wilson , agreed. "I think
the whole year went really well, but
I am especially pleased with the room
inspection decision ," she said. "It
proved that the Board can work with
the administration and ' that we really do work for the students. "
Since this academic year is coming
to a close, the BOG has been focusing their recent efforts on the future.

My name is Stacey Mitchell and I'm
running for treasurer of the class of
1989. I'm interested in seeing funds go
to causes that are worthwhile and fun.
I feel I am the right-person to get this
done.
Throughout high school I was VicePresident/Treasurer of a student run
company ana was solely in charge of
organizing the financial accounts. I
held a great deal of responsibility and
enjoyed the challenge and experience
it offered. I was also active in high
school class activities and am very interested in continuing involvement here
at Colby. In high school I was involved in money making efforts for the
class such as dances and raffles.
Although on a larger scale here, these
ideas could be useful in aiding our class
to raise money to sponsor activities
that would be free for our class, such
as parties and cookouts.
I am certain that whoever my fellow
class officers might be , we would work
successfully together to get the most
out of our class capabilities. I'll stand
for the greatest benefi t of the class. I
would appreciate your vote on Monday and I would do my best to successfully represent our class if elected .
Thank You.

As a candidate for the office of
Treasurer of the class of 1987, I ,
William Duncombe, believe I possess
the necessary experience and resolve to
be a successful treasurer. My reasons
for running for treasurer are simple.
I want to be able to contribute my
abilities to my class and work effectively with the executive officers to
establish an exciting and memorable
senior year. My experience for this office includes being an EconomicsAdministrative Science Major , handling the bookkeeping for my family
business in the summer, and an internship with the Boston branch office of
Paine Webber Inc. I -believe that I can
be an effective treasurer and I hope
that you will cast your vote for me in
the upcoming election.
Thank you for your consideration.
Bill Duncombe

To My Fellow Classmates in the Class
of 1987:
I ,George Padula , am running for the
position of Senior Class Vice President. Our Senior year promises to be
exciting and memorable. To make this
ha pp en we need ex per ienced , capable
class officers. For the past two years
I h ave b een a mem b er of th e Boar d of
G overnor s an d a ch air person f or th e
Room Draw Committee. While I
wou ld li ke t o con t inue my invo lvement
with Stu-A Government , I feel my efforts would be most effective and productive working for and with my
fellow classmates.
By working closely with all of you
wc can easily direct our energies into
activ ities that benefit those people who
matter the most-US SENIORS. The
results can only lead to the best year
wc will remem ber.
So if y ou would like qua l i f ied ,
energetic, and dedicated class leadership, please vote for mc, George
Padula , for your Senior Class Vice
Presi dent. Thank you for your
support.

Shaun Sullivan

In the last weeks it has passed a series
of resolutions and suggestions in a
variety of areas. The first resolution
is to allow Stu-A social life committee and the commons to spend money
directly on alcohol in order to make
this year reorganizing student governparty planning easier. The BOG furment as it exists now to make it more
ther resolved that either a new dineffective, " Heel said.
ing plan should be implemented or
"Yes," added Dana governor
the present one adjusted to beter acAngela Piscitello, "we're finally starcomodate athletes. Finally, the Board
ting to take action. Everyone 's
recommended a change in the room
united. We're not just talking
draw policy and suggested that more
anymore, we're doing. "
students be more directly involved in
the planning of room draw and that Next week Heel discusses his term and
the administration play less of a role. Mike-Ashley makes his pl ans for the
"We've really spent a lot of time f uture.
Amy Rasimas
Apathy is prominent within the
Colby Community. ..statement or
fact? In order to avoid possible
stagnation in the commons system it
is imperative to integrate new ideas
and leadership. I want to lead these
changes. From my working experience in Johnson Commons: East
Quad governor , Johnson Commons
Council , Board of Governors, and
the
budget
and^ Elections
committees—all have contributed to
my development as a student leader.
I would like to tkae on anew position:
Johnson Commons President. Due to
the fact that Johnson Commons is
the smallest of the four commons, we
receive the least amount of money
proportionally. This creates a need
for both a realistic view of leadership
and better management of funds.
This can be combatted through
greater cooperation with other commons and wiser allocation of funds.
Instead of exhausting the bulk of our
money on two or three events, it is
my belief that the social life could
benefit from a greater amount of activities. Through developing intercommons events , the social life has
the potential of having greater variation and possibilities. We, as
members of Johnson Commons , can
make the difference . I would appreciate your vote of confidence on
Monday , April 28.

To the members of the Class of 1987
Senior year at Colby is unique in
many ways, but especially because
many of our friends , who spent this
year abroad , will return to a different
school. The Registrar as well as the
Dean of Student's Office will take care
of introducing these returning students
to our new academic policies . But it is
up to us, the veterans of a junior year
at Colby, to bring these students back
to Colby, socially . This will require
strong leadership that has the ability
lo eui'i'v mu ihe nianv rosponsihili iio sof the office. Traditionally, these
responsibilities include Senior Class
Cocktail parties, Semi-Formal Dinners , Fundraising, Commencemen t
Hello , my name is Mark Cosdon ,
Ball, Graduation Speaker, and Alumthe current vice president of the class
ni Relations.
of 1989. 1 am not seeking re-election
In addition to tradition , there remains th e uncounta b le num ber of ideas "just be-cos,"but for the reason that
I am now familiar wi t h t he in t r i ca t e
that exist with every new year . So often
way that student government at Colcreativity is heavily compromised by
pr aeiiealiiy. li is my fool in p thm ihc by is run. In planning this year's
moM appli cable ideas are jj onor nlly events—which included a formal dinner , a bloo d d rive , a party, and an upnot the most exciting. Having been in
comin
g t ri p to Bost on , I have learned
the planning process of many activities
first
hand
the way that organizations
at Colby , I am no longer intimidated
at Colby operate. I feel that if reby an idea that has organizational
elect ed, I could help next year's officers
challenges.
*to avoid the many hassles and
There is a wealth of creative energy
roadblocks that clubs often face. I ask
In our class. Once one overcomes this
for your vote based on my experience
fear of embarking on a, creative course,
and look forward to serving you again
I am confident that a memorable year
to the best of my ability in the upcomwill follow.
ing school year. Thank you.
Sincerely,
Mark Cosdon
Shaun P. Sullivan '87

As President of the Junior Class, I
am seeking re-election for the office of
President of the Senior Class. As a
member of the Sophomore Class Steering Committee and Junior Class
President , I feel I have the experience
and the knowledge necessary to work
with the Colby system.
As Seniors, we will have had three
years of Colby behind us. Senior year
will be our year; to graduate, to find
a job and to party. It is not always easy
to have a great time here at Colby. The
rules and regulations are many. As
Juniors , we were not all recognized to
be of legal drinking age. As Seniors ,
however, this will no longer be true.
Making false and empty promises
has never been a habit of mine and
therefore I will not attempt to do so
now. Senior year will be full of many
exciting events, all leading up to Senior
Week and graduation . It is my feeling
that these events should be carried out
with 100 ! percent energy and enthusiasm and it is my aim to do so.
Please vote on Monday, April 28th!
Thankyou ,
Tom Hubbard
Lauren Frazza
My name is Lauren Frazza and I
am running for Chaplin Commons
President. As a Chaplin Commons
governor and R.A. this year, I have
been able to share in some of the accomplishments the Chaplin Commons has achieved. But my involvement has also made me realize the
social and administrative policies we
must work towards to change next
year . Room draw , I' m sure , is still
fresh i your minds and this is a prime
example of where change is needed.
I hope to make the administration
aware of students ' wishes for change
at room draw. Then, in the future ,
the classes of 1988 and 1989 will get
the housing they most deserve as uppcrclassmen. Yes, we will continue
our infamous Chaplin Commons
Beach Party, Spring Fling, and Holiday Semi-Formal Dinner. But , with
y our vo t e, I hope to broaden the
social and cultural events in Chaplin
Commons to make the 1986-7 year
enjoyable for all Colby, students. I
am your liason to the administration ,
and , with your vote, I wi l l ensure
t ha t your voice as st u d ents w ill b e
heard I Thanks for your support !

_____«__________Bm_n__g______Mn _____n ^________________nH ________
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To Danno.
You are. in your own words, a GOD.¦
'
To Donna
I have nothina to say this week.

Snicks

Donna
Actually, have a Haopy (whenever) Birthday.

Hmmmmm

TO ALL RENTERS:
May 9th Approacheth. Get psychethed for a
humugeth clambaketh for all friendseth and
loverseth—Belgrade here we cometh!
Your friendly landlords—
Isabel & Sally
AAA UVESin"
What good are drugs if you don't abuse them? Then
they don't alter your state.
an overheard comment during a Celtics game

EJ

Love.
Slick

I was |usl li>m lo no to Ct

-,itff vour sister-M.'tk*'-'' sur^ v ou can read it' And slop

.

H.-T.- ' s ii ki' .^ for the Eniscooaliai oirl Hnvp> v">u hip:-!
n-y ^on^
ALS—Would vou lik" lo visit you r .father '7
Whal number wO'.ild vou like —2 or 17"
Remind me never lo drink Bitdweiser v/iih rm
irishman in Mntones Bar 1
• Thai '>; a mr.e aonlficoro on niv si-irt 1

Scoop—
How do you tie a tie , around your head—

Phlip
To the HR & RA— Let's go rafting again.
—The Convict
Elise—
Want to go horsebacking—I hear there's an Italian
Stallian around waiting for you to dance—
Love.
Stud
Mike A—Think about next year.
— P.C.
Audrey B.—Need more lessons on squatting?
—P.C.
Audrey B.— Look before you squat.

Ml.

Elise IT BeckyHow last can YOU make it to Colby—I think 2 hours
is a record!

— Sal

Colby. The administration is anticipating 430 freshmen; however, this
figure may change ui May, when
freshmen send back their responses.
"Due to the attrition rate over the
summmer," Johnston expects between
50 to 60 less freshmen in the fall.
There has also been some discussion
on how the crisis with Libya will
change the number of junior year
abroad students.
As of now , Johnston claims "it
hasn 't affected housing yet, but it probably will. " Johnston 's personal belief
is that fewer students will go into countries where danger is known , but instead travel to the safer , foreign
countries.

Some disgruntled students questioned the method of the room draw
numbers assignment. Johnston assures
that this is an "equitable process". The
numbers are randomly selected from
a RSTS program that v/as transferred
into a Macintosh system. The assigning of the numbers was done off campus, by a computer center consultant.
A number of upper classmen have
complained that there are sophomores
with quads in the Heights, while
seniors are on the waiting list.
Johnston attributes this to the new
quotas, which the room draw committee set, after surveying the students. He
also denies the rumors that sophomore
will be pulled out of rooms in order to

Mack .

You almost did it; Every weekend!!
Too Bad, Better luck next year.
Hey Blair .

Still Wailing!!!

_^^

Happy Bear ,
Where 's the off-carnpus money?
'
Royal Child:
I really am going to miss you next year on account
of...you're special.
Your Frosh
U2 Stooges
Watch the Thursday Night drinking.
"
"
AB
Don't change!
WW
:
You're a nice guy, really.
Teplilz—
Good luck on Monday .
Pack and Ann
Toga queens—
Please be careful ol our furniture in the future. Our
poor couch will never be Ihe same!

Happy Birthday Laura!l !
Congrats Scoop and Katie on a job well done; Best
of luck Mike and Heather.
Wives,
' Are alimony payments being made or shall we file
for a divorce?
'
. SAJ
Lei the Parisian turkey gobble!!
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Here 's a kiss for the Catholic woman! Have you met
my son?
Remind me neverto d rink Budweiser with an Irishman
in Maiones Bar!
That' s a nice applecore on my skirt!

Room ,——— draw
accomodate upper classmen.
This year, the quotas for the Heights
have been brought into line with all
quotas for the other residence halls.
Quotas in the Heights were set for approximately 19 percent seniors , 23 percent juniors , 30 percent sophomores ,
and 28 percent freshmen. These
percentages now correspond with the
quotas for other residence halls; while
in the past the Heights was evenly
divided among each class.
When asked to address the commons

Sean

Don 't visit the cave past sundown. I'm gonna m iss
you!
LoFra
.
Look out Heights! Here comes Amy! You're going
to be thegreatest RA!_Good luck-I'm rootin' (or you!
Love Lauren
Mevie and •Melissa, get psyched lor a good year in
West Quad. I'm so excited you're living nearby ! Now
maybe we can really do lunch-nol just talk about it!
. Love, Lauren
To my woodman bound friends:
Now I have a great excuse for George and Marie as
to why I need a car-to visit you! Don't be strangers
to West Quad! I'm going to miss you!
Love. Lonely Lo.
To the passive and impressionable:
Do you really listen through the bathroom? You've
got good ears!! Love, the best RA you've ever had!
Is there a Helen W. here? You've got a phone call
Marion RDid you keep your clolhes on for your birthday?

system s effects on room draw ,
Johnston replied , "The trustees had
two major concerns in this area. " First
to allow students to retain their commons identity, and second, to allow
students to be mobile and leave their
commons. Johnston stated that the
room draw system "allowed both of
those concerns to occur;" however, it
did pose some problems when there
were "shut off points which did not
allow all students to choose this opportunity of retention. "
Student Association president Mike
Heel had harsh words for the room
draw process.
"It was hideous.' It was absolutely
ridiculous , " he said.

Hmmmmm.,.. I was just lixin' to have my lunch
Hmmmmm... I Was just fixin' to go lo Ct.
Croquet ClubDo we have our mallets ready for this Friday?
The New Haven Green will never be the same ..
Tanya Was Saturday Night a real "drag"?.. Reverting to
'
cavemen?
Jen
Keep your eyes oif Red sweals.
~"
Scot t
Slay away f rom those TV Cameras and Drunken Foot
Guards
Hey Snap! Did you really enjoy the lecture?
Mike- We 've all gol you in the palm of our hands
Helen W. - .
The next time you leave a note foryour sister - Make
sure you sister -Make sure you can read it! And stop
calling me up early on Sunday mornings! Leave Ihe
Tan queray behind!
You want to stop farting on the water bed • you're
creating a tidlewave!
Fe Fi Fo Fum Ho Ho Ho , What's it gonna be girls
Her 'sa kiss for the Episcopalian girl. Have you met

my son?

^

ALS- Would you Like to visit your father?
Mark B- Your Women's Ice Hockey sweatshirt is in
What number would yu like- 2 or 17?

He was critical of "administration
attempts to sell this as a student plan.
"It 's a student plan in as much 'as
students were allowed to operate within
certain guidelines.
He was also critical of the amount
of control he says administrators have
over the room draw committee.
Calling this year's room draw proposal "a Joyce (McPhetres-Maisel) and
Paul (Johnston) plan," Heel said, "the
administrators who deal with room
draw are very persuasive on selling
their plans for room draw. "
Heel expressed regret that his administration was not able to change the
room draw system this year.
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A GOOD SU1TAND PlillY OF DRIVE.
If you've received your bachelor 's degree from a 4-yea r col lege,or a RN or graduate degree from an accredited
instituHon between October 1,1985 and September 30,1986,you can qualify for Ford's Graduate Assistance Program.
We can give you pre-approved credit and $400 cash back on your new Ford.
Only if you buy on e of the new Ford cars or trucks listed below and only if you take delivery by August 31,1986.
For more information,call this toll-free number: 1-800-321-1536. Orsee your local New England Ford Dealertoday.

$400 cash back on a hew Escort.

$400 cash back on a new Escort EXP.

$400 cash back on a new Tempo.

$400 cash back on a new Thunderbird.

$400 cash back on a new Mustang.

$400 cash back on a new Aerostar.

$400 cash back on a new Bronco II.
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Administration must
come clean
(Ed. note: This is the first editorial in a series which will deal
with issues that have been raised by the spring break room
search.)
While it may seem as though the Echo is beating -nay,
resurrecting- a dead horse by devoting more space to the fraternity imbroglio of the past two weeks, the issues raised by the
room search and those raised by Dean Janice Seitzinger 's letter defending it deserve close attention.
First and foremost , The Echo re-iterates its call for the administration to come clean . A basic accounting of who found
what where is still necessary. And , if such an accounting confirms the widely held opinion that student rights were violated ,
an apology should be offered by Seitzinger.
In addition , the deans office should participate in an all campus forum which would provide the student body with the opportunity to articulate its grievances in an intellectual fashion.
Not only would such a forum allow the administration to guage
campus sentiment about the room search, it would also prove
that Colby 's students are capable of rising above some of the
tasteless slogans that were displayed at the student center
dedication. Perhaps the administration will be more receptive
to student opinions if those expressing them are not carrying
signs adorned with swastikas and slogans which elevate Cajn
Rollins to folk hero status.
In conclusion , the administration should view the possibility of participating in a forum as an opportunity to take the
first step toward reuniting the campus and as an opportunity
to open debate on the larger questions that both the room
search and Seitzinger 's letter raised.

Jill Bond

As a liberal arts institution , Colby has the responsibility of defining
what are its educational goals. This
is a task which is not as easy as. it appears. The broader concepts appear
simple, students should learn how to
think critically, write analytical
papers and be able to express
themselves in a succinct fashion. But
how do we get there, is there any
single path or do we attempt to explore every avenue available? In the
following I will look at the issue of
minority studies as well as the study
of other cultures and whether or not
it is essential to the liberal arts
experience.
If what we study is secondary to
he bigger picture of communication
vhat then determines curriculum? It
ippears that for much of this century
.•ducation in the United States has
j een defined by what are cultural
j iases. To say that what is most im-

portant is the study of western
civilization is to perpetuate a way of
:hinking, in this country, which has
resulted in the past of exploitation
and discrimination. The goal of the
classroom should not be to encourage
the Eurocentric view of the world ,
which has prevailed throughout
history, but to" instead transcend it.
We must begin to understand the
diversity of this planet and why the
study of all humankind is in fact our
real heritageIt doesn 't appear to be such a
radical concept to say that students
should learn about Eastern culture,
racial oppression , women 's issues or
Hispanic studies and yet there are
many students who do not believe
these studies are essential. At Colby
College it is not that difficult to avoid
these issues for four years. Many
students believe that there is no
reason to study other cultures or
minority issues-it has absolutely no
bearing on where they come from or

Swa mp W ater St ate

where they are going. I would like to
think that these students miss out onwhat is fundamental about the liberal
arts.
In order to have a more realistic vision of the world we have to be willing to get off our own private patch
of earth and look around us. By
believing that the study of the classics,
of western thought is adequate is incredibly limiting. These limitations
can translate into prejudice. Only by
studying what it is to be oppressed as
a minority can we even begin to
understand how grave the situation
of others can be. This is not to say
that there has not been oppression in
western civilization , clearly there has.
What I am saying is that there is virtue in taking a course -which forces
us to confront intellectually those
studies which look at other cultures
and minorities thus transcending our
own previously prejudicial learning
experience.
Page 10
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Letters to the Editor

To the editor:
ty of the protestors than it does about
, Some time ago I made a personal the actions they deplore. I do not
decision that I would never again take know what can be done to erase a
the time to write a letter to the editor picture so indelibly marked.
of the Echo. Generally ihe issues
Sandy Maisel
about which I cared enough to write
were emotional issues into which I
Professor of Government
'
believed then (and believe now) faculty members should not intercede.
To the editor:
I am breaking that pledge to
I don't think it is constructive to
myself because, for the second time equate the prohibition of fraternities
in recent years, I and many who share on campus with mass murder .
my background and many more who
Rob Weisbrot
share basic humanistic feelings have
Department of History
been offended by the callous , un^
thi nking, and unforgivably ignorant
To the editor:
Colby st udents.
We would like to address a recent
1 speak specifically of those letter to the Echo, whose language
stud ents who carried signs with swas- offended us deeply; and we can not
tikas and SS emblems and those who help but feel that it should have been
greeted Colby 's president with a Nazi disturbing to any sensitive member of
salute. The issues about which you the community. Obviously, we refer
were protes ting were serious issues;
to the letter of 17 April, equating the
many strong arguments support your fraternity "situation" with genocide
position. And certainly I would dein Cambodia , in Europe, and in
fend with all of my power your rig ht
Armenia. We fail to see how the horto protest in a non-violent manner.
rors endured by these peoples can in
But to draw any parallels between
any way be compared to the eliminadecisions reached on this campus and
tion of the Greek system from the
the horrors of the Holocaust is to incampus, or even to the incidents
flate your own importance and to
which took place over Spring Break;
denigrate the lives and the deaths of
such a comparison is an insult to
over 6 million people. During the
anyone with any sensitivity to the true
same week in which Elie Wiesel, a
suffering of these people. Furthersurvivor whose dedication to reminmore, the violent language
ding us all of the horrors of the Nazis
throughout the letter is as deplorable
stands as a living monument to those
as the use of the slogan "Sieg Heil"
who lost their lives, captured the
at the protest on Saturday, 12 April.
hearts and engaged the minds of over
Apart from its shocking imagery,
half of our community , you dare to
the letter also seems to contain a
compare matters which are trivial by
number of fallacies. First, the move
comparison to the greatest act of inmade on January 15 , 1984, was to
humanity this world has seen, to
eliminate the fraternity system , and
compare administrative actions by
not "a breed of people. " Second, the
honorable people with whom you
Fraternity Guidelines were created by
fundamentally disagree to genocide an inter-fraternity council, not the
by the men whose names stand as the administration. Third , the Board of
very incarnation of evil. What un- Trustees created the Trustee Commitigated gall! What unfeeling,
mission on Campus Life—again, not
sophomoric ignorance !You owe an
the administration.
apology not only to President CotFinally, we can not understand
ter , Deans Seitzinger and Serdjenian.
why a proud defender of the fraterand the scores you offended last
Saturday, but also to the entire Col- nity system is not proud enough to
sign his/her name to his/her letter.
by community who can look upon
Signed,
you with nothing but contempt and
Ann Raible, '86
shame.
Genevieve Hammond , '86 (Chi
And while I am expressing my
Omega)
wrath, let me save some for the Echo.
Sally-Ann Jaffe, '86
The ignorance of those protestors
Elise McDonough ,'86 (Chi Omega)
who could not find a dignified and
Kathy Reynolds, '86
effective way to air their grievance is
Rebecca Hart , '86
bad enough , but that this paper saw
Catherine Cohen. '88
fit to carry that offensivemesstuiefurther through a page 1 picture, a page
to the Editor:
1 article, and two letters to the editor
"No matter how many times
is beyond belief. The issue of the proReagan vomits his rhetoric at us, we
test need not have been lost on a comhave a choice not to swallow it. " The
ment on the impropriety of those carwords from Mark Viden 's
rying the message. Your policy of let"Nicaragua: money pit ," echoed in
ting cowardly spreaders of hate hide
my head and created the usual
behind unsigned letters has never
queasiness that accompanies such
stood you in . worse stead. But
crystallizations of Viden's viewpoint.
perhaps I too would have been afraid
Viden claims that American aid to
to sign my name to those letters. The
contra rebels in Nicaragua is like
lack of logic in their reasoning, the
throwing money into a pit. Nicaragua
egomania evidenced in comparin g th e
is poor, incompetent, and unpopular.
fate of Colby fraternities to that of
The rebels are " a bunch of young
millions of human beings whose lives
thugs ," bandits who want to restore
were-eradicated aad millio ns more
their own power and personal
who had to flee their homes and leave
privilege . So Viden claims.
loved ones t o di e in ord er t o surv ive
Eyewitness accounts of the
th emselves , t he d isregar d for fac t s
Nicaraguan situation seem to dispute
and for the integrity of others with
these assumptions. After numerous
whom this community is shared paint
trips to Nicaragua and extensive
a picture to which few of us would
re
search in th e genera l area .
want our names appended. The same
Democra
t Congressman * Robert
conclusion can be drawn about the
Lei
k
cn
ar
g
ues t ha t th e con t ras h ave
anonymous
sign
non-witty, cowardly
grown in t o a "popularly based
painter whose "Quote of the Week , "
vanguard for a widespread and growagain given unncecled and uncalled
ing rebellion. " He claims Ihaf'the
for additional publicity by this
changes in the Nicaraguan situation
newspa per, says more about the sick
have not been adequately reported by
mind of the artist thnn ihe situation
the U.S. press."
lo which it refers.
Leikcn claims t h a t th e contras are
Th e si tuation which face d Colby
many times larger than the Sandistas
students and the administration last
ever were. The contras need aid
week was a most unfortunate one. I
b ecause t h ey face a soph is t ica t ed ,
hope tlie resolution which lias been
well-trained military machine.
worked out is a satisfactory one and
Tliosc rebels want lo restore such
that this community can come
personal privileges as freedom nnd
together to pursue mutual goals in
self-determination. If the government
harmony. But I for one will not soon
is poor , incompetent , nnd unpopula r
forget the style of the protest; that
speaks much more about the mentali- !as Viden says it is. how likely is it that

it will hold out much longer against
a swelling of opposition From its own
people, let alone $100 million more
in aid to arm them? Stinger missiles,
designed to take out the Soviet-made
helicopter gunships that have been so
effective against the contras, would
be particularly potent. If we can, with
any possibility, swing the repulsive
tide of communism and restore f ree
elections to this small nation , then we
should do it.
When President Reagan explains
the reasoning behind attacks on
Libya and the support the contras in
Nicaragua in the form of $100
m illion , Vide n calls it feverislic
military spending or more eloquently, vomit. But I call it reality. No
matter how many times Mark Viden
vomits his rhetoric at us, we have a
choice not to swallow it.
Richard Crook

To the reader:
The publication of a number of
unsigned letters in last week's Echo
has raised questions about the
paper 's letter policy. I would like to
take this opportunity to clear up any
misunderstanding which surrounds
the policy.
For a number of years, the Echo
has maintained a policy which prohibits the indiscriminate publication
of unsigned letters. Special exceptions
to the rule were few and far between.
In fact research indicated that the
paper had not printed such a letter
since the spring of 1984 when a student used the letters page as a forum
for discussing repression of homosexuals on campus. Because I was a high
school senior at the time of the letter 's publication , I can only assume
that the editor felt that printing the
author 's name would have served no
constructive purpose in spite of the
letters-must-be-signed rule.
A different set of considerations
went into last week's decision to
pulish unsigned letters which advocated fraternity life at Colby. Two
students expressed the fear that attaching their names to such letters
would mark them as possible targets
for disciplinary action by the dean of
student's office. Whether these fears
were founded in reality or not is a
question that is still being debated.
However, it was my opinion then
(and it still is now) that the authors
truly believed they had reason to be
fearful. Therefore, the decision was
made to publish the letters
anonymously.
In short , the Echo 's letter rule is
now (and always has been) one of
rigid flexibility. Although the paper
will not accept unsigned letters as a
general rule, special circumstances
may demand that this rule is broken.
David Scannell
Editor-in-chief
To the editor:
I'm still waiting for the administration to admit they were wrong during and after spring break. I' m very
proud of our Board of Governors for
their decisive stand on this issue, but
I would like to hear from President
Cotter on the actions of his administration. Mr. Cotter , y our silence
is approval. You're very good at talking about freedom for South
A f ricans '(although we still haven 't
done anything for them) but you
have nothing to say about freedom
for your students. Stop letting Seitzinger take all the shit for this.
Who was search in g f ra t room s?
According to some brothers, the searches were not "ran d om ch ecks " at
all , but specifi cally targeted at fra t
lea de rs ' rooms, Were th ey? A t our
protest you promised "time for
di scussion ," Well? As for anyone bein g naive ! enough to leave incrim inating evidence, enough to get
many people expelled , in plain sight
on a desktop over an entire vacation.

I don 't think anyone on this campus
will believe that until you prove it. Instead you expect us to believe
whatever you say without proof.
What kind of fire hazard or damaged furniture did you expect to find
inside that ledger book you pulled off
a shelf and started reading? Seitzinger does not address the issue that
these materials were stolen.
This is obviously not just the frats '
danger. Personally, I couldn 't care
less whether they live or die or live
underground or die underground.
When the administration decides to
pull another stunt like this most of
the student body could be booted out
and/or busted for drug possession
(including alcohol). Drug abuse is a
reality here but you don 't deal with
it by getting your Though t Police
after us. And you don 't deal with the
memory of frats by kicking out
freshmen who are good students,
good athletes and good people just
because they realize frats are still the
social norm around here.
The administration 's actions have
only demonstrated their paranoia. If
they had just left well enough alone
instead of trying to legislate and enforce their morality on us they
wouldn't have to be so defensive right
now. They had to keep striking at
underground frats, not satisfied with
their official demise. It seems the administration is the only group on
campus that doesn't realize that frats
are now just unofficial groups of
students, and that they are no longer
trying to hurt the frats but the
students themselves, thus weakening
their own support.
Mike Bowlds
To the Editor:
In the wake of the recent fraternity related incidents, it should come
to everyone's attention that many
students are unhappy with the state
of Colby's social life and the Colby
community. I would like to ask Bill,
Janice , and the trustees if they are
proud of what they have done to
these aspects of Colby.
Are ••you proud that you have
established a neo-nazi dictatorship
that violates student trust at will? Are
you proud that you have created ' a
system that makes some people so
unhappy that they are risking expulsion to find alternatives? Are you
content with the void of caring and
community conscious people that
now exists at Colby? Are you proud
of the prevalent apathetic attitude
that manifests itself in your commons
system? Are you proud of the
deterioration of Colby school spirit?
These are real problems that you
have brought to Colby since January
of 1984.
When confronted with these problems you sidestep the issues by saying "Give it time , it will wdrk." We
are sick of giving your worthless
commons system time. If you can not
see what it is doing to Colby, then
perhaps the next changes at Colby
should include you. You have denied
the students of rights and priviledges
(sic) that no one has the right to interfere with, you have violated State
of Maine common law , and perhaps
more importantly, yqu have ruined
what trust existed between the
students and the administration. Add
that to your list of accomplishments.
In case you are all too old to
rem em b er , or just too caught up in
your own worlds to care, I will
refresh your memories. Most people
are only afforded the opportunity to
attend college once in their lifetimes.
Th e four y ears spen t in coll eges are
supposed to be the best years of one's
life*. You arc tainting our "best
y ears " wi t h an ger , apathy and
discontent.
Now iell me, arc yoii proud of
what you have done to Colby?
Ma t thew Gove

To the editor:
The subject which my friends and
I would like to address in this letter
is the inadequacies of last week's
room draw and room selection. As
the numbers were distributed in our
mailboxes, I found myself extremely relieved to find that of the senior
women, I had fourth choice campus
wide and second choice in my commons. Because my friends and I had
chosen to live together during our last
year at Colby, we had planned to
take a six man suite in my commons.
Although our chances were exceptionally good of getting the housing
we desired , I decided to go to Paul
Johnston to discuss with him our
plans for next year. During our
meeting, he was told exactly where
we wanted to live and who was to live
there , along with the number which
would be used to select the room. His
response: there was no problem in
getting what we wanted provided that
the one female pick before ours did
not choose the same room. As far as
he was concerned, the suite was ours.
Laboring under Mr. Johnston 's
assurances, we believed that we
would simply go to room draw, select
our suite, and leave with little bother
and time expended.
Room selection was to begin at
6:00 pm. It did not begin until 6:30
pm. As my name was called , my
roommates and 1went upstairs to officially take the room we wanted.
Finally after three years of mediocre
housing, our turns had come; we
would finally get what we wanted
after all this time. Waiting to be
seniors had given us the simple
pleasure of seniority over
underclassmen. Needless to say, we
were more than slightly angry and
frustrated to find that the housing
committee would not let us pick what
we wanted . The lame excuse was that
the night before room selection there
had been a meeting of the housing
committee. During this meeting, it
was determined that all residence
halls would work under a quota
system which would limit the amount
of males and femal es of each college
year (ie. freshman, sophomores etc.)
in each building, thus allowing for
diversity and equality among the
classes. This quota system disallowed six senior women to live together
in a six-person suite because it would
surpass the established quota. If a
six-person suite in a dormitory 's
basement is supposed to be a dwelling in which friends may live
together , why must we suddenly
abandon two of our friends for two
underclassmen all for the sake of
staying within the boundaries of this
asinine rule? Why were we not given
sufficient notice to plan around this
quota system? If the committee can't
get their act together in time for sufficient notification for the students,
then how can . they expect us to
change our rooming plans to comply with their rules at a moment's
notice. As a result, we were not given
the room we expected; it was given
to sophomores with a poorer number
and underclassman standing.
This situation led us to discuss the
insufficient system of room selection.
The installment of the commons
system has served not to unify and
strengthen bonds within the commons but to divide the campus with
invisible lines and limit the freedom
of the students. If the commons
sy st em mus t remain , so be it, but it
sh oul d n 't be a map of campus
segregation during room draw.
Numbers should be distributed and
one should have the luxury of choosing housing not- from the few
buildings in one's common b u t f rom
all the buildings on campus. The luck
of the draw should determine where
one is to live. Quotas should not be
en forced by amoun t of each class per
dormitory but by the amount of picks
Page 10
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per class. For example, if a former
fraternity house allows for three
maximum senior male picks these
males may bring in as many roommates as the floor plans specify for
these rooms. If the three picks are for
single rooms then that would be the
fulfillment of the quota , likewise, if
the three male choices are for a six
person suite, a single and a double,
there would be a total of nine senior
males in the dormitory but the quota
of three picks for this building would
be fulfilled.
Seniors have paid their money for
the past three years to come to Colby and Colby should allow them the
advantages of seniority. At this
point , seniors should and must be
guaranteed housing, rather than be
left to dangle precariously on a
waiting list, hoping at best for a two
person maid's closet in Foss/Woodman. Why must we be tossed aside
so the Administration , so intent on
gaining the acceptance of its all important commons system among the
incoming freshmen grovel and cater
specifically for them alone? As it now
stands it is the incoming freshmen
and current underclassmen who have
reaped the benefits of this system
while upperclassmen are, to make the
use of slang, being royally shafted .

Start
Counting.

Leslie A. Chin '87
Melissa J. Hruby '87
Eli Orlic '87
Paula M. Williams '87

Bon d

!

If we do not attempt to break the
cycle of what has become institutionalized about what we study,
society will stagnate. Four, years of
reading, writing and arithmetic may
make us efficient but it does not
make us global. The world is moving at every moment toward greater
complexity and we must be able to
meet it. The issues are no longer as
clearcut as the academic studies of
the past made them out to be. Education is where we must then attempt
to augment change.

FREE!
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deliver your pizza within
BIBB
sH
30 minutes of the time
the order is placed,you
I*}
-, get it free But only rf we
I
I
I
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And when we promise;
Domino 's Pizza Delivers.
We use only 100%
real dairy cheese.
Fast, Free Delivery"

40 Elm St.
Phone: 873-0100

To the editor:
As one of the students whose rights
were violated by an illegal search and
seizure of property, I feel that it is
my obligation to inform the Colby
community of the correct and
unadulterated facts of the incident
and its cover-up by the Dean of
Students office.
Throughout the investigation .
Dean Seitzinger has repeatedly claimed that the articles taken were open
and readily visible. In truth , the book
stolen from my room was concealed
in a book shelf between other books.
It is the size of a diary with no writing
on the binding which would attract
attention. 1 live in a single in Drummond where the book cases are only
visible if one steps completely into the
room and turns around. Not only are
the shelves visible in a"routine examination " of the room , bu t the
book was taken from a shelf under
a loft which meant that the intruders
bent down and rifled through my
books. To say that the articles were
in plain' sight is s im ply a lie and an
'm sult to the intelligence of the student body.
I found it particularly annoying
and unprofessional that it was a full
three weeks after my book was taken
that I was even informed that it had
been removed. Needless to say, my
respect for the deans has diminished
significantly. It 's sad when you can 't
decide whether or not to trust the
people who are supposed to guide
and protect you.

It seems to me that in pursuing a
greater understanding of those who
are different than ourselves we in a
sense become more human. We
become more complete as individuals
when we understand the differences
of others . And thus , as more complete individuals , we are better equipped to address ourselves to issues that
arise outside of college. Therefore , it
is my belief that if Colby wants to
prepare us adequately in the liberal
arts it must focus upon the development of not only the students ability

When I received the stolen properly, Dean Serjenian told me that the
slate had been wiped clean. I promptly informed him that my response
had only begun.
This type of action on the part of
Ihe administration is clearly in
frustration that the students and
faculty have started to lead and shape
the college more than the top brass.
The only way apathy will be conquered at Colby is if the community
has an intricate part in determining
the direction of our school. Evidently this is not the view of the
administration.,-,
. _,
Gregory A. Pastore

To the Editor:
In an article about my resignation
as college editor in last week's Echo,
Julie Tarara referred to the "institutional rhetoric " that I find creeping
into my writing after four years in the
same job
Having such concerns, I object
strenuously to some very inappropriate rhetoric contained in an unsigned letter in the same issue.
However fiercely fraternity members
feel about their fraternities, their
plight hardly equates with the mass
murder of 6 million Jews and 3
million Cambodians or with the suffering of those who survived those
genocides . No one should trivialize
the experience of Elie Wiesel , Dith
Pran , and other survivors (and
cheapen his own points) by indulging in such reckless comparisons.
Lane Fisher

to communicate , but must also
educate the student in being a better
human being.
This is not just Colby's
responsibility, it is also the responsibility of the student to pursue those
studies outside himsel f which will
broaden his vision of the world. Thus
we will see the creation of a world full
of people, better capable of dealing
with the complex realities of day to
day living.
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A taste of the colonies
by Gail 17. Click man

An exhibition of Massachussetts furniture from the Queen Anne, Chippendale and Federal periods can be seen
April 20 through May 25, 1986 in the
Colby College Museum of Art. An
opening reception will be held Sunday,
April 27, from 3 pm to 5 pm.
The exhibition , which includes
seventeen pieces assembled from
private collections, was the result of a
semester long independent study program undertaken by senior Ned Sanson. Located on the first floor of the
museum, the furniture has been integrated with period paintings, including a John Singleton Copley from
the Colby collection. On display is a
selection of fine examples of urban furniture produced between 1720 and
1820 in Massachusetts. Some highlights
of the installation include: a Queen
Anne card table with its original
needlework top, a blockfront chest of

Chippendale, and
Museum
of Art. Open from
Federal Periods is on exhibit in tTTeColby
by Ned Stinorganized
was
Ap r il 20 to May 25, 1986, the collection
son as an independent study.
Massachu s etts Fur nit ure of t he Queen A nne,
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drawers made by the Charlestown ,
Massachusetts cabinet maker William
Frothingham , and a side chair with
carving related to a drawing done by
Samuel " Mclntire of Salem,
Massachusetts. The catalogue will contain a description of each piece along
with its place of origin , date of
manufacture and materials utilized.
Part of the process of putting
together the show was thoroughly examining each piece pf furniture for
signatures, construction details and
other documentary evidence to attempt
to ascribe certain pieces to individual
makers.According to Stinson, "My efforts paid off as I discovered a chest
of drawers included in the exhibit were
very similar to one attributed to the
shop of Benjamin Frothingham."This
came to light after viewing a piece
located at the Otis House in Boston.
Taking measurements and molding
tracings from this piece, he realized

that the same templates were used for
each chest, as the molding profiles matched exactly. After looking at the chest
of drawers in Boston , he turned the
chest in the Colby College exhibit over
to find the letters WF in bold reddish
stain painted on the underneath side.
Thus , the investigation was completed
and the chest of drawers was attributed
to William Frothingham.
Stinson 's interest in furniture has
developed over a number of years by
working in his father 's business as an
active auctioneer and appraiser in the
Boston area. Furthermore, in the summer of his sophomore year, he attended the Historic Deerfield Summer
Fellowship Program where he produced his first catalogue on furniture. His
experience led him to undertake an independent study of Massachusetts furniture of the colonial period, the
culmination of which, the exhibits
well worth seeing.

D ancers serve up a sumptuous
slice of Spanish culture
by Carolyn Rhodes

The passion, energy and
mystery of Spanish dancing
filled Strider Theatre last
Sunday evening, transforming the
usuall y sedate atmosphere into
one of wild frenzy. A trip to the
exotica, the Ramon de los Spanish
Dance Theatre brought to the
campus a rare treat , and
extraordinaril y sumtuous slice
I
of Spanish culture .
As the culmination of the
week long "Hispanic Program
Series," the dancers were brought
to Colby thanks to the diligent
preparations of Carla Castillo,
chief organizer to this special
week. Films including "Dona Flor
and her two Husbands," and the
acclaimed "El Norte" were shown
throughout the week as part of
the festivities sponsored by the
office of intercultural affairs ,
the New England Foundation of
Arts, SUBHU , and a host of
as
well
as
campus-wide ,
community-wide organizations ,
the Ramon de los Spanish Dance
Theatre was enjoyed by a modest
crowd , largely composed of
Watervillians.
The Boston based theater ,
directed and founded by Ramon
De Los was established in 1975.
Comprised of dancers and
singers, most of the them natives
of Spain , the * company is
recognized
as
an
official
representative of the govern ment
of Spain. In addition to offeri ng
classes
in
Spanish
dance
the
theater
performs
technique ,
throughout the United States as
well as Spain and Germany,
It is the music, the gorgeous
costumes and the splendid
lighting , and the simple but
handsome sets which taken in*
combination with the exciting
d ance sequences , transform the
theater into something almost
Dancers

pa*c U

The Ramon de los Reyes Spanish Dance Theater dazzled a
crowd in Strider Theater last Sunday evening.
Editor 's Note:

The Echo Is in the midst of a decision concerning the purchase
of the "Mac " as its new typesetting equipment. It feels compelled
to select various pages at random for experimental p urposes.Kindly
pardon the unsightly appearance of the text in the adjacent column. The editorial page will endure the experimental pr ocess next
week.

Dancers

lure of . yet another, and finally a
flash of sheer delight, each of the
dancers is distinctive in her own
emotion, and yet all are charged
with a vitality and passion. They
emerge from the stage, fillign the
hall with a burst of color that
beats like the winfs of a flamingo
that is about to take off, yet with
the brilliance of a peacock that
has spread out his brilliant
plumage.
It is in the Cuadro Flamenco,
during the second half , that th e
dancers take to the stage, sitting
in chairs while one or two oi
them improvize and dance in sort
of
friendly
competition.
Accompanying them are a
guitarist and singer, both of them

magical ana entrancing, mere is
something
marvelously
captivating about the art of
Spanish dance, something cool
and mysterious about dancers
attitudes and yet wildly frantic
about his emotion. Taken together
in either a line, or in a duet the
dancers take such delight in
their artform sharing with each
other and the audience in a way
that seems to overflow with
mirth .
As they whirl about in the
stomping
opening
acts ,
rh ythmically
casting
their
castanets over their heads, long
graceful arms click-clacking, a
mysterious smile on one, a coy
smirk on another, tbe seductive

frenzy reaches a high, more
"Ole", the guitar is strummed
faster, louder, the singer sings
raspier the stage is alive as
though I have been transcended
into- the heart of the dance, yet
discover that I am still in my
seat. Runnals has never hosted
such a feast.
The dance conies to and end,
the dancers take their bows most
happily, enthusiastically, the
audience receives them with wild
applause, standing ovations, and
the aura, the sensuous taste of
these exquisite dancers from
Spain is still imprinted on", the
palates of our minds. For any
student who thought he hand not
the time to spare to see and
experience because he thought he
would suffer an anxiety attack
because he has ten papers due
Wednesday, you missed out on an
extraordinary event.

sit with the dancers who chant,
shout commands in Spanish anc
clap their hands, stomp their
feet , encouraging their fellow
dancers. Their wild energy,
emotion and rapture invites the
audience to feast in the fun.
Chants of "Ole" and vivatious
hand clapping and foot stomping
come from the audience and
intermingle with the dancers
themselves, fusing the soul of
spectator and dancer as one.
Vivatiously clapping their
hands, stomping their feet , the
audience chimes in shouting
"Ole!" The Spanish professor in
the back yells something in
Spanish. Most of the spectators
do not understand Spanish. The
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Track takes NESCAC title

The womens' lacrosse team in action.

Men's lax
continues battle
by Jennifer Plot!
In t he pas t week t he Colby men 's
lacrosse team' faced two tough
challenges as t hey beat Merrimack
13-10 , but were defeated by Tufts 16-6.
Af t er Colby's vict or y over Merrimack
on Wednesday, t he men's lacrosse
team had high expectations as they faced the Tuft Jumbos on Saturday . But
for tune did not prove kind to Colby as
t hey fell, to a 16-6 loss in front of a
huge home crowd.
Facing Merrimack , Colby j umped
out t o an early lead in t he first quart er
by scoring 6 g oals t o t heir opp onent 's
2. The first goal by Mark Burke came
on an assist from Gus Wilmerding. The
S remainin g goals were unassisted and
scored by freshman Rob Erdman ,
senior Reihl Mahoney , Wilmerdin g,
sophomore Joe Bisson, and junior Andy Palmer. As the second quarter
began the Colby team slacked off scoring only 4 to their opponent ' s 5. Colby scored 3 times in an extra man situation with goals by Erdman , assisted by
Bisson ; Wilmerding by Palmer; and
Palmer by Wilmerdin g; the fourth goal
was scored unassis ted by Wilm erding
on an unse ttled situation,
The Merrimack tea m capitalized on
2 extraman situations by scoring 2
goals and later adding a third , Coach
Rob Pfeiffer 's half time speech mus t
have had an inspiring effect on the
mules as they ma tched Merrimack in
scoring for the third and fourth quart er
wi th three each . Colby 's men-up tea m
found its mark as Palmer scored again
assis ted by Wilmerding. Merrimack
retorted with an extra-man goal of
their own , but sophomore Chuck
Burke 's unassisted fast break goal put
the game out of reach.
Colby's net-minder and co-captaim
Doug Parker regis tered 9 saves to raise
his season total to 83. Senior
defenseman and co-captain Steve Ghetto and junior defenseman Bill Clap p
anchored the defense, putting in strong
performances.
Sophomore defensem an Taylor
Hanclcrson played an outstanding
game but was injured in the four th
quarter nnd Is out indefinitely.
•Colby did not fare as well against the
Tuf ts Jumbos Saturday, losing 16-6, in
front of a huge home crowd. Tuf ts
struck first scoring 3 goals in the first
5 minutes , but Colbv answered with an

extra-man goal by Palmer and one by
sophomore Garrett Hinebarch, assist ed
by Erdman. Colby wsa unable to take
t he lead as Tuf t s scored again ending
the first quarter 4-2. Tufts rallied in the
second quarter scoring 5 goals to Colby 's 1. The third quar ter begain with
Colby p icking apar t Tuf t ' s zone
defense for an op en goal. Rob Erdman
fed Chuck Burke on the play. Palmer
t hen added his second goal of t he game
assisted by Wilmerdin g. In the fourth
quarter Tufts finished strong with four
goals to Colby 's one. The goal came
from Wilmerding assist ed by Chuck
Burke. Parker played admirably ,
assis ted by an overworked defense
plagued by injuries and sickness,
Colby' s record is now 5 and 3 with
chances of entering the playoffs still in
sight. Colby 's team is gifted with many
talented players and is optimistic about
their upcoming matches.
Attackmen Wilmerding leads the
team in assists with 16 goals , total
point s , 36. Attackmen Erdman has a
team high of 21 goals and a total of
25 poin ts. Midfielder Palmer leads the
team in extra man goals with 8 and is
3rd in total points with 20. Midfielder
Mahoney has 14 poin ts includin g 6
extra-man goals and is tied for 4th
place in scoring with freshman Kevin
Plumrner. Mark Bur ke has tallied 12
poin ts this season and attackrnan Joe
Bisson has 10. Midfielder Chuck Burke
and freshman midfielder Jeff Tracy
have combined their forces to win 84
fnce-of fs as well as pick up 73 ground
balls. Defenseman Clapp has picked up
an impressive 49 ground balls and is
the teams ' only scorin g defenseman.
Goalie Doug Parker is havin g a fine
year limiting his opponets to less than
8 goals per game. Junior goalie Wil l
Holmes has been an asset to the team ,
clocking In over 50 minu tes of playing
time in 5 games.
When asked to .commen t on his
teams success thus far , coach Rob
Pfciffer replied ,*This team plays really
well together. Wha tever success we 've
had has come as a result of solid team
effort . Unfortunatel y when we 've been
off as a team, we 've all been off, Saturday wc were simply too hyped up and
tigh t to play a fluid game. Everyone
had tunnel vision and unfortunately a
good team took advanta ge of us. "

by Rick Hastings
Amid cries of "We are t he NF.SCAC
Champ ions of the World. " the Colby
Men 's Track team took their first ever
New England Small College title last
Saturday at Wesleyan University.
Actually, the claims to global
superiority were made with tongue-incheek . According to Coach Jim
Wescott , the team was able to keep
their accomplishments in perspective.
He claims that the NF.SCAC championships are a strong competition
permeated by an air of enjoyment and
fun. Wcscoti staled that "it was nice
to compete and win. but we still were
able to see the meet as a fun activity. "
Colby _ probably had more fun. in
f a d . thnn any of ihc other ten competing in New Britain . Connecticut.
The Mules , with 90 points , lopped
Bales (88). Trinity (80). Amherst (79),
and Bowdoin (69) in a very light five
school race. Williams , Hamilton , Middlehtirv . Tuft s . Conn Colleue. and hosi

Wesleyan ( 10 points ) rounded oul the
field.
The team returned fo Waterville last
weekend with three individual champions. Jim Pietro successfully defended his NF.SCAC title in the discus
throw and also won the shot put competition. Mark Pagnano placed first in
the 1 500 meter run , after finishing second last year. Mike Misner walked
away with the honor s in the 800.
While Pietro was the team 's leading
scorer , with twenty points , ov erall.
David Duane was the highest scorer
among those competing in the running
ev ents . Duane finished second in the
high hurdles , and recorded a personal
best of 57.67 seconds to place third in
ihe intermediate hurdles.
Wescot t stressed that since the competition was so dose, especially between Colby and Rates , every point was
critical. For thi s reason, any let down
by a runner who was back in the pack
could have meant the difference bet-

by Chri s Watl
. The problems -continued this past
week for the Colby men 's baseball
team. The Mules had a rough schedule,
playing four games in four days .
Despite a well earned , extra inning victory over USM on Friday, the club lost
to Husson College last Wednesday,
and also dropped two to Bowdoin in
a douhleheader on Saturday.
l ast Wednesday, the Braves of
Husson College journeyed down from
Bangor to lake on the Mule s out at
Coombs Field. Starling on the mound
for Colby was freshman Chris Taron.
After a shaky first inning, he went on
to pitch a v ery solid game. The Mule s
htiis j u st were nol able lo get anything
going, though. Although they managed eight hit s , tliey were till singles. The
Brave s went on to post a 5-1 victory.
Taron look I he loss for the Mules .
Friday 's game was oho of ihe bright
spots of the season for ihe club. USM.
a verv talented team , cam e ready lo

ptay. But this time , so did Colby.
Jamie Arsenault (3 for 5. 1 H R ) and
Steve Rand (3 for 5) led the offensive
attack for the Mules . Things were pretty even throughout the whole game,
and as the game went into the ninth .
USM held a narrow 8-6 lead. Rich
Mueller replaced starter Kei th O'l.eai y
and shut down the Southern Maine hitlers very effectively in the top of the
inning. Then came the bottom of the
ninth. With one man on, Doug Calandrella drilled a round-tripper into
ne ver-never land. On to extra innings .
Mueller kept the oppostion at bay in
the top of the tenth. And then, in the
hottom of that same inn ing. Rand
blooped a single down the left field line
l o drive in the winning run. Mueller
picked up the win in relief.
The Mu les ' celebration was shortlived , though , as they preceded to drop
two to Bowdoin on Saturday. Senior
tri-ca ptain Denis Foley sinned th e first
game of the twin bill for Colbv , with

ween winning and losing. Wescott
wished to recognize fift h place finishers
Rick Lanzi. Kevin Farley. Doug St.
Lawrence, and Sam Uible for their efforts. St. Lawrence 's performance in
the intermed iate hurdles was a new
freshman record .
Strong outings were also turned in
by Bill Derry , who finished second in
the 5000. Hans Hagen , who finished
second in the 10.000. and Phil Thorton , who finished fourth in the same
event.
The athletes will be looking to record
qualifying performances for both the
New England Division II I Championshi ps and the Nationals when they
compete in this weekend' s State Meet.
Bowdoin will host UMO , Bates , and
Colby in what should be a very good
test for the Mules. Wescot t hopes th at
his team will be able to run well once
again, following last week's precedent
set tin « e ffort .

Baseball f acesp roblems

Mueller putting in relief work tor the
third straight game. Both pitched well ,
bin some untimely base running and
fielding mistakes deflated an inspired
Mule" team , giving the Polar Bears an
8-5 vietorv. Foley look the loss.- • ' -•;. j t
The second game was simply ' .a
disaster. The team was playing iis
fourth game in four days , and the Mule
pitching staff was very worn down. Vin
Fmory ws the first of five different pitchers used in this game (Norman
Hug o, John Bookis, Doug Sealise, and
Mueller also saw action) . The only offense the Mules managed was a towering 3-run hlast by senior tr i-captain
J oey Mareotix. Colby was really never
in this game and the Polar Bears cruised to an easy 17-3 victory. Tri-captain
Sealise , in his first pitching appearance
in over two yea rs , took ihe loss. The
Mules ' next home game is a double
header against Curry College thi s
Saturdav.

Boomer. Frasier sp rint
toward victory

strongest runners , Hea ther will be
third in the 200 Me ter run. Her official
preparing for upcoming ECAC and
time was 26.10. Tracy also ran legs on
both scoring relay teams. Co-captain
The Colby Women 's Track t eam New En gland Champ ionship meets.
Juliet Blake ran ex t remel y well , runnrallied behind the supe rb efforts of
in g the 1 OK race early Saturday mornHea ther Frasier and Karen Boomer ,
bot h winners of t heir event s at t his
In the 5 ,000 Me ter run , Karen in g. Blake , always a competitive runweekend 's NESCAC championship
Boomer sprin ted to within 2 seconds ner , placed third in her race.
meet. The meet , held at Willowbrook of the existing Colby record in that
Park , New Bri tain , CT , was won by even t. Boomer far outkicked Bowdoin
Ihe Lady Ju mbo ' s of Tuf ts Universirival Deanna Hod gkin and won the
Also runnin g well for Colby was
ly. The Colby women placed second in even t in 18:27 .17. Boomer began to Sarah Redfield. Sarah ran a tough heat
Ihe meet,
ou tdistance her opponets about in the 800 M. run , placing third after
halfway through the race , and held on Bowdoin's Tanya Byncl e and Midfor the strong finish.
Co-cap iain Frasier won the 100
cllehury's Tina I ngler. Sarah led off the
me ter hurdles with a time of 15,16.
4X400 M. relay , and also ran on t he
Frasier a ttacked each hurdle and her
All in all , Colby ' s women ran well, 4X100 M. rela y.
finishin g time qualified her for the
Coach Aitken was very happ y with
and threw well, The field events wer e
Division III Na tional Meet in May. In
the results of the meet. • 'Everyone gave
again domina ted by Bowdoin and
Ihe 400 M. hurdles. Frasier led the field
Tuf ts, yet Megan Patrick placed se- just a little bit more today , and it shows
in the score. Colby was second only to
cond in the javelin throw. , Danielle ArTufts University; they have a larger
ehambaul t also scored for Colby, placwi th impress ive form and speed and
team an d more depth. " Colby
ing six th in the javelin. Lisa Hathaway
finished second. She also , was a
Women 's Track will be in Fi t chbu r g
tied for third in the high ju mp and also
member of both the 4X400 M. relay
this weekend , for the Fi tchbu rg
ran a leg on the 4X40O M . relay team.
teams , Consi dered one of ihe tea m 's
Invitational .
Sophomore Tracy Morrow placed
by Kelly Chopus

Women 's lax battles
The past few games have been tough
for the women 's lacrosse team as it has
dropped consecutive decisions to Bowdoin , Tufts , and Bates. A powerful
Bowdoin team , correctly ranked
number 3 nationaly in Division 3
pounded Colby 22-10 last Tuesday.
Despite a productive offensive showing from t.eiand Otley(4 goals, 1
assist), freshman "Laurie Ravies(3
goals) and Kim Gorton(2 goals , 1
assist) Colby 's defense was not able to

shut down the high scoring Bowdoin
offense.
Coach Debbie Pluck felt the team
started out strong, but that "our turnovers and passing hurt us. " Melissa
Whitney Brown was the player of the
game.
Against Tufts , Colby fared poorly,
losing 16-4. Brown had one goal as did
Gorton , Otley and Ravies. Jane Nicols,
a defensive player was handed player
of the game "for her checks and in-
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terceptions "accordihg to Pluck.
. Despite a "super first half, particulary defensive ,"Colby lost yesterday afternoon to Bates 11-8 in a close
game. Pluck singled out defensive
players Jessica Truswell - and Julie
Dodge for outstanding games. Dodge
racked up 10 checks and interception s,
tying a team record. Offensively,
l.eland Otley who has scored over 100
career goals , pumped in 5 goals and 1
assist. Mel Brown added I goal and 4
assists.
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Quotable quotes

Colby lead 4-3 hal ftirne , but two
quick Bates goals at the start of the second half "made people sit back a little bit. " After this letdown , Colby really never returned to the caliber of play
of the first half. However, despite the
recent losses, the team is looking to this
\yeekend, when they host Connecticut
College at 1 :00 pm. Saturday and
Plymouth State at 1:00pm . Sunday.

With the advent of pleasanter
weather to Central Maine and Monday 's running of the 90th Boston
Marathon , people 's tho ug hts naturally t urn to working out and-getting . into shape . If you are among the staunch
few who will not be pressured into selli ng down your books , leavi ng the
library, and donning a pair of running
shoes , you may sometimes feel very

sity ol' Chieago: "I never run when Ican walk. I never sit when I carr- lie
clown. Whe never I feel the urge id exercise, I lie down unli l it goes away. "

alone in your convictions. Nevertheless , it is possible to fi nd some more

3. Chauncy Depevv- Politi cian and
rail road president: ' "I get my exercise
acting as a pallbearer lo my friends
who exercise. "
•

proponents of anti-exercise. If your
aversio n ever reaches this high level of
i ntensity , you may indeed be very proud of yourself.

4. Robert Darling- Noted authority on
physic al medicine and rehabil itation ,
wh en asked how much exercise an office worker needs to keep physically fit:
"Fii for wh at? YoH 're phys ically fit if
I. Robert Maynard Hutchins-F.minen t you r bo.dy can get th
roimh.v
¦ ourdav\
educato r and former president . U niver- work . "
- ¦ '
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Save on the bigger look of
Perso nal Posters by Kodak. !
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3-MILE ROAD RACE OR 1-MILE FUN RUN
COLBY COLLEGE
SATURDAY, APRIL 26 AT 8:00 am
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15 College Avenue - Waterville, Maine
Mon. - Sat. 8 - 5 p.m. - Tues. evenings by appointment*
873-0139

Sunbed 11 visits for $30
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n Proceeds to benefit sh elters for the homeless

nj

mm Commemo rative T-shir ts for all participants

nj

WALKERS ARE WELCOME
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Unisex Salon
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7:00 am at the Colby Fieldhou se

.11 .11.11

(EO/AA)

Chic Hair Fashions

Contact Nancy Mackenzie ,
n:i
Colby College , 872-3344,
M
?
or 873-6252 (evenings)
!
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" ¦Registrat ion Fee: $5.00 (on Apri l 26)
$4.00 (pre registratio n)
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COLBY WOMEN'S RACE

13
" ¦Registrat ion:

• Oxfor d Universit y
• L.S.E.
• St. Andrews , Scot land
U.S. credits will be transferred
through Hampden-Sydney
College,founded inVirginiaby
James Madison in 1776.
Graduate work is an option.
The Director of Studies for the
Center for Quality Education
Abroad (in Britain) istho Rt.
Hon. The Lord Beloff,D.Litt.
(Oxon.), Fellow of the British
Academy, Professor Emeritus
of Government and Fellow of
All Souls,Oxford.
INQUIRIES TO:
JANET KOLLEK.J.D.,
Admissions Director CQEA/
WISC, Rm 53,158W. 81 St.,
NY,NY,10024.
(212-724-0804/724-0130).
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re into a breathtaking 12 by 18-inch
>oster. Just bring us your color
ts. Personal Posters make ideal
itives. Printed with care and quality

2. H.I. . Mencken-Noted essayist and
edito r: "I hale all sports as rabidly as
a person who likes sporls Iiates common sense. "

METR IjZ ^OJORS
Take some time out this
weekend and take your
car into Met ric for
a tune-upl!
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The foreign car specialists!

: 186 Drummpnc , Avenue
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Waterv ille, Ma ine j

Bill Thayer-Sophomore Class
*
President
If elected as sophomore class president , my aim is not one of separating
the class and consolidating it as an individual body ; but to work with the
other classes to promote school unity
as well as class unity. Although each
class has its own government to voice
the concerns of the students, the classes
should be unified and work together.
Over the past year , as a governor
and part of the Chaplin Commons
Council, I have seen much resentment
toward s this system and what it stands
for. Where the commons systenvtries
to unify the school it is hypocritica l in
one aspect. The idea of having all four
classes integrated and living together

Stu-A

under the jurisdiction of the Board of
Cioxer uors .
Finally , the hoard passed Ihe following resolution regarding dining halls:
"Given that the Commons System
was meant to tiive students more cont rol over (he dining halls , a n d given
thai a large proportion of students atte nding Colby College arc not being
sened by th e present dining hall
syste m , the Board of Governors hereby
recommends that the Administ rative
Vice President work with (he Director
of Food Services and the Stu-A President to develop an alternate system of
providi ng n u t r i t i o n
for student
athletes .
"If no such system is developed by
Nove mber I . 1986 , il is recommended
that one or more dining halls adjust
their di ning schedules to serve the
needs of student athlet es . Although
cost is always a consideration, it is felt
that the nutritional needs of these
st udent s from November to March
( note thai January is also considered
a crucial lime here) should outwei gh
any monetary loss' incurred by the adj ust ment of dinine schedules "

in the commons system is accomplishThe student governments should
ed, but there is no unity. All foiir com- speak out more and try to break the
mons try to outdo each other and bad total strangle hold the commons system
feelings are created between each of the has over the Colby students. If elected
four commons.
I will strengthen my class government
My proposed remedy for this pro- and work with the other classes on parblem would be to look towards the stu- ties and different activities so as not to
dent governments themselves to bring let the commons system take complete
the school together. Where the com- control.
mons system finds difficulty with student participation in particular functions , I think working in conjunction
I don 't think the commons system
with the student government , which
has been overshadowed this year by the should be abolished , but I do think a
commons system , a more responsible greater effort can be made for cooperaand cohesive organization can be tion between both the commons system
and student government.
developed.
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To the Colby Community :
The Oracle is nearing the end of its produc tion schedule and we
are now offering the yearbook for sale. The delive ry date is the
fi rs t week of Octobe r 1986.
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Any Colby student or faculty membe r who wou ld like to orde r a
yearboo k should fill out the form below and either enc lose cash
or a check (payable to the Colby College Oracle) in an
envelope. The cost of the 1986 Oracle is $16.00 and all order
forms must be received by Friday , May 9th . These forms sho uld
be delivere d to the box set up in the Student Activities Off ice in
the Studen t Center. We hope you will orde r a book to keep a
part of your Colby years with you afte r gradua tion.
Thanks

,
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Oracle Staff
*Please note ; supp lies this year are limite d, so order now!
.
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Name:_
Colby Box Number:
Method of Payment:
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$16.00 cash , enclosed .

I ..

i;

Check for $16.00
payable to the
Ofacle , enclo sed

We will send you a receipt , w h en rece i ve d .
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(Dana Lawn)
%% ,
featuring
Mexican Cocktails
Cerveza
Mud Dancing
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Satu rday, April 26th
¦
9:10 ?
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spons ored by the men who brou ght you TNDC

Ej

Tickets on sale at Alt Dining Halls— $3
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